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1 Executive Summary 
Industry accounts for about 25% of EU final energy demand and its dominant energy carriers are 
gas, electricity, coal, and oil. This means the sector is critical for the achievement of European 
climate goals. The EU Roadmap for moving to a competitive low-carbon economy in 2050 has set 
a target of -83 to -87% emission reductions in industry by 2050. Several analyses show that 
industry is unlikely to meet this target without a major change in the policy framework. This Issue 
Paper presents possible mitigation pathways for the EU28 that achieve an ambitious reduction in 
GHG emissions of more than 85% by 2050 compared to 1990 in the industrial sector. The 
transition scenarios contain mitigation options including higher energy efficiency, fuel switching to 
RES, CCS, power-to-heat, secondary energy carriers based on RES, innovative production 
technologies and new products, material efficiency, substitution and circular economy elements. 
Thus, the scope of mitigation options is very broad, particularly compared to other studies, which 
are often based on CCS for the industrial sector. The results show that RES and energy 
efficiency offer huge potentials for decarbonisation, but that additional measures are also 
necessary, such as changes in production structure resulting in new innovative technologies like 
renewable hydrogen-based direct reduction in the steel industry or low carbon cement types. 
These scenarios reflect a radical change to be achieved in less than 35 years. Even if many 
mitigation options are only implemented on a large scale after 2030, policies need to be in place 
soon to drive this transition. 

This report describes selected assumptions, results and analyses carried out in the SET-Nav 
project (Work Package 5: Case Study 5.3.). The links and interactions between the various 
models applied in SET-Nav are described from the perspective of each model involved in case 
study 5.3. The aim of all model adaptations and extensions has been a comprehensive modelling 
framework with well-defined linkages that can be used in the case study and the following 
pathway analysis. The overall objective of work package 5 has been to provide and apply the 
modelling framework for the demand side of the energy systems including buildings, industrial 
processes and transport.  

2 Introduction: Industrial energy demand and CO2 
emissions 

The industrial sector 1  accounts for about 25% of EU final energy demand and uses gas, 
electricity, coal, and oil as the dominant energy carriers (see Figure 1). This high share in final 
energy demand is mainly due to energy-intensive industries such as iron and steel or the 
chemical sector. Within these industries, specific energy-intensive products/processes (e.g. steel, 
cement, ammonia) are particularly relevant for the future achievement of European climate 
targets. Some sectors such as the paper industry already use a high share of electricity and 
biomass. In general, however, industry still needs to make substantial further efforts to reduce the 
use of fossil fuels in the next decades. 

                                                   
1 The definition of industry in this article follows final energy definitions and excludes the refinery sector as well as 
electricity onsite generation. 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 1: EU 28 industrial final energy demand in TWh by subsector (2015) 

In the following, we distinguish three types of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions sources:  

• Direct energy-related emissions from on-site fossil fuel combustion. 

• Direct process-related emissions from chemical reactions within the production 
process (process emissions). 

• Indirect emissions from the consumption of electricity and district heat. 
This article focuses on direct (energy and process) emissions in industry. In a future sustainable 
energy system, we assume that electricity is supplied by renewable sources and is therefore 
CO2-neutral. Reducing process emissions appears to be a particular challenge for the industrial 
sector, as these types of emissions can only be reduced by radical changes in the production 
process, product mix or by the use of carbon capture and storage (CCS) (see section 3 Mitigation 
options). 

With 31%, the non-metallic minerals sector is the biggest contributor of direct industrial CO2 
emissions (see Figure 2). It is dominated by the production of cement clinker, which emits about 
0.5 tonnes of process CO2 emissions per tonne of clinker produced. Other CO2-intensive 
products of the non-metallic minerals sector include lime, the calcination of dolomite/magnesite, 
glass, bricks and ceramics. The production of pig iron or steel in the iron and steel industry was 
responsible for around 30% of direct industrial CO2 emissions in 2015. The main emissions are 
from the (technically required) use of coal and coke in blast furnaces. In addition, chemical 
processes such as ammonia, ethylene or methanol production contribute to industrial emissions, 
making the chemical industry the third biggest emitter of direct CO2 emissions. 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 2: EU 28 industrial emissions in Mt CO2-eq. by subsector (2015)2 

In terms of end-uses, most industrial GHG emissions are from high-temperature process heat, 
either in the form of steam or hot water, or from the direct firing of various types of furnaces. 
These two end-uses have shares of 23% and 45% of total direct GHG emissions, respectively 
(see Figure 3). The high temperatures and the specific requirements of furnaces limit the use of 
renewable energies here to biomass or secondary energy carriers. Process-related emissions 
account for about 21% of all direct emissions. It is technically difficult or even impossible to 
mitigate them in the processes used at present. Finally, even the provision of space heating is 
responsible for 11% of GHG emissions, something that should not be overlooked when assessing 
industrial energy demand and CO2 emissions. 

The EU Roadmap for moving to a competitive low-carbon economy in 2050 (COM 2011) has set 
a target of reducing emissions in industry by -83 to -87% by 2050. The roadmap pathways feature 
carbon capture and storage (CCS) as an important mitigation option in industry. In the following, 
we assess potential transition pathways towards a low-carbon industry sector by including a 
broader variety of mitigation options. 

                                                   
2 Energy-related emissions are linked to the definition of Eurostat's final energy balance (incl. coke ovens). 
Process-related emissions are calculated using a bottom-up approach for individual products. With this approach, 
emissions from coke and coal consumption for oxygen steel production are fully accounted for as energy-related 
emissions. 
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Source: FORECAST 
Figure 3: EU 28 industrial direct CO2 emissions by end-use and sub-sector (2015) 

3 Scenario Definition 
3.1 Characterization scenarios 
To identify and describe potential mitigation pathways up to 2050, we conducted a model-based 
analysis of the industrial sector using the European country-level bottom-up simulation model 
FORECAST. This model simulates the evolution of industrial energy demand and CO2 emissions 
with a high level of technological detail (e.g. simulation of 73 industrial processes and around 200 
different saving options). For details, see http://www.forecast-model.eu. The three different 
scenarios analysed are described below: 

• A Reference scenario (REF), which reflects the effects of current policies on the future 
energy system and serves as a benchmark to compare the more ambitious scenarios. 

• The Transition scenario including CCS in industry (TRANS-CCS) describes an industrial 
decarbonisation pathway aiming to reduce European industrial greenhouse gas 
emissions in 2050 using carbon capture and storage technologies.  

• The Transition scenario including innovative process technologies in industry (TRANS-
IPT) describes an industrial decarbonisation pathway aiming to reduce European 
industrial greenhouse gas emissions in 2050 using innovative production technologies 
and new products but excluding CCS. 

3.2 Framework conditions 
The macroeconomic framework data as well as the wholesale fossil fuel prices (gross domestic 
product, gross value added, population, prices for coal, gas, and oil) are taken from the European 
Reference Scenario 2016 (Capros et al. 2016) and are the same across all scenarios. This 
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assumption allows better comparability in the model-based analysis of changes in policy 
parameters and technology assumptions between scenarios. 

The macroeconomic framework data shown in Table 1 indicates that industry is expected to 
continue growing until 2050. However, energy-intensive industries like the iron and steel industry 
and the non-ferrous metals industry grow below industrial average (<1% p.a.) in the scenarios. 
An exception is the chemical industry, which is growing at a slightly above average rate (probably 
caused by growth in the less energy intensive pharmaceutical industry compared to the energy-
intensive basic chemicals) and the non-metallic minerals sector (including cement production). 
Stronger growth is to be expected in non-energy-intensive sectors like engineering (including 
vehicle construction) and the food industry, which reflects structural change in industry towards 
less-energy-intensive branches.  

Table 1: Macroeconomic framework assumptions 

EU 28 CAGR  
‘15-‘50 

Population (in million) 0.1 % 

Gross domestic product (GDP) (in 000 M€13) 1.5 % 

Gross value added (GVA) industry (in 000 M€13): 1 % 

Iron and steel 0.3 % 

Non-ferrous metals 0.5 % 

Chemicals 1.1 % 

Non-metallic minerals 0.9 % 

Paper 0.8 % 

Food, drink, tobacco 1.1 % 

Engineering 1.3 % 

Textiles -1.2 % 

Other 0,9 % 

Source: Capros et al. 2016 

Energy carrier prices are increasing up to 2050. Between scenarios only electricity prices differ, 
assuming a stronger increase for the policy cases compared to the reference case due to the 
higher share of renewables expected/necessary in the energy system. 
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Figure 4: Development of production data of important industrial processes in the reference 
scenario [Mt] 

 
Source: FORECAST 

In terms of physical production, blast furnace steel, electric arc steel, paper and cement are 
among the most important industrial products. Figure 4 shows the production development in the 
baseline period. Only cement shows a clear increase (mainly in the period 2015-2030). Although 
electric arc steel production in 2050 is only slightly higher compared to 2015 production level, it 
becomes more important than blast furnace steel, which shows a clear decrease in production. 
Production and absolute percentage changes for these and other industrial products are provided 
in Table 2. 

Table 2: Production data of selected industrial processes in the reference scenario [Mt and 
absolute percentage change] 

Industrial process 2015 2030 2050 % 2015-2030 % 2030-2050 
Chemical industry      

Ammonia 18.00 18.60 19.49 3.3% 4.8% 

Chlorine, membrane 7.38 10.32 10.41 39.8% 0.9% 

Ethylene 16.30 17.69 19.08 8.5% 7.9% 

Methanol 2.17 2.27 2.41 4.6% 6.2% 

Oxygen 32.90 32.90 32.90 0.0% 0.0% 

Iron and steel      

Blast furnace and 
converter 

100.62 101.86 94.96 1.2% -6.8% 

Coke oven 40.71 41.90 38.87 2.9% -7.2% 

Electric arc furnace 67.64 75.23 76.72 11.2% 2.0% 

Rolled steel 151.15 159.02 154.44 5.2% -2.9% 

Sinter 110.58 115.38 111.41 4.3% -3.4% 

Food, drink      

Bread & bakery 24.75 25.04 25.11 1.2% 0.3% 

Brewing 38.61 39.23 39.36 1.6% 0.3% 

Dairy 70.11 71.84 72.86 2.5% 1.4% 
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Meat processing 56.24 57.47 58.33 2.2% 1.5% 

Sugar 15.92 16.33 16.53 2.5% 1.2% 

Non-ferrous metals      

Aluminium, primary 3.26 3.27 3.18 0.5% -2.7% 

Aluminium, secondary 3.30 3.52 3.79 6.9% 7.5% 

Non-metallic minerals      

Bricks 80.78 82.59 83.22 2.2% 0.8% 

Cement  173.64 208.08 213.32 19.8% 2.5% 

Clinker calcination-dry 124.29 154.85 154.25 24.6% -0.4% 

Container glass 22.87 23.56 21.59 3.0% -8.3% 

Flat glass 13.06 14.61 15.10 11.8% 3.4% 

Gypsum 117.29 119.68 120.38 2.0% 0.6% 

Lime burning 37.56 45.54 50.90 21.3% 11.8% 

Preparation of 
limestone 

147.36 166.09 170.26 12.7% 2.5% 

Mechanical pulp 9.79 10.54 10.48 7.6% -0.5% 

Chemical pulp 27.06 28.59 29.31 5.7% 2.5% 

Paper 95.65 103.06 105.64 7.7% 2.5% 
Source: FORECAST 
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3.3 Level of ambition and mitigation options 
Both transition scenarios depict a world with ambitious exploitation of energy efficiency measures 
and incremental process improvements (see Table 3). Any remaining energy efficiency potentials 
are almost completely exploited, which implies effective policies are in place to overcome the 
barriers to improved energy efficiency including energy management schemes, audits, minimum 
standards and a well-functioning energy services market. However, the main mitigation option in 
the TRANS-CCS scenario is the use of existing equipment in combination with carbon capture 
and storage technologies (CCS) while the TRANS-IPT scenario assumes a paradigm shift in 
industry allowing radical changes and completely new process technologies (e.g. low-carbon 
cement or renewable hydrogen-based direct reduced steel) to enter the market. 

Table 3: Scenario characterization by mitigation options 
Clusters of 
mitigation options 

 

REF 

 

TRANS-CCS 

 

TRANS-IPT 

Incremental 
efficiency 
improvement 

Energy efficiency progress 
according to current policy 
framework and historical 

trends. 

Faster diffusion of 
incremental process 

improvements  
(BAT & INNOV ≥TRL3 5). 

= TRANS-CCS 

Fundamental 
processes 
improvement 

energy efficiency, 
process emissions 

- - 
Radical process 
improvements 
(INNOV ≥TRL 5)  

Fuel switching to 
RES 
towards 
decarbonized 
electricity and/or 
hydrogen 

Fuel switching driven by 
energy prices and 

assumed CO2-price 
increase 

Financial support for  
RES technologies:  

Fuel switching to biomass 
and electricity (<500°). 

Use of existing 
equipment (no radical 
changes in industrial 

processes technologies). 

High financial support for 
RES technologies: 

Stronger fuel switching to 
biomass, power-to-heat 

and power-to-gas 
technologies compared to 

TRANS-CCS. 
Radical changes in 
industrial process 

technologies take place 
(e.g. switch to hydrogen). 

Carbon capture 
and storage (CCS) - CCS for major energy-

intensive point sources. -. 

Recycling and re-
use 

Slow increase in recycling 
rates based on historical 

trends. 

Stronger switch to 
secondary production 

(e.g. electric steel, 
secondary aluminium). 

= TRANS-CCS 

Material efficiency 
and substitution - 

Decrease in clinker factor. 
Increase in material 

efficiency & substitution. 
= TRANS-CCS. 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI 

For both transition scenarios, a CO2 price increase to 150 euros/t CO2 in 2050 is assumed. It is 
also assumed that companies can anticipate increasing prices ten years in advance, implying a 
stringent and well-communicated commitment to the EU ETS or even a CO2 floor price path. As 

                                                   
3 Technology readiness level. 
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mentioned above, both transition scenarios have higher electricity prices compared to the 
reference case, which are in line with the development of CO2 prices.  

4 Methodology and model linking 
4.1 Overview: Data exchange, model links 
Several models were used for the simulations performed within this case study. The bottom-up 
energy demand model FORECAST (see www.forecast-model.eu) simulates the development of 
annual industrial energy demand in the EU28 on country level. FORECAST results are then fed 
into the power supply models Enertile® and EMPIRE, to study the interactions between the 
electricity sector and developments in the industrial sector across the EU as well as the 
potential of industrial flexibility for the power sector. A similar link is established to the market 
model RAMONA which analysis the European gas market. Model outputs on industrial CCS from 
the FORECAST model are used in the CCS infrastructure model CCTSMOD to analyse the 
needed CCS-infrastructure including, transport and potential storage costs. 

For detailed model descriptions, see the following section. A simplified version of the data 
exchange concept and involved models for case study 5.3 is illustrated in Figure 5 below. 

 
Figure 5: Data exchange concept and model links in case study 5.3 

4.2 Modelling industrial energy demand and CO2-emissions 
4.2.1 Model description FORECAST 
The FORECAST modelling platform aims to develop long-term scenarios for future energy 
demand of individual countries and world regions until 2050. It is based on a bottom-up modelling 
approach considering the dynamics of technologies and socio-economic drivers. The model 
allows addressing various research questions related to energy demand including scenarios for 
the future demand of individual energy carriers like electricity or natural gas, calculating energy 
saving potentials and the impact on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as well as abatement cost 
curves and ex-ante policy impact assessments. 
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Energy-intensive processes are explicitly considered, while other technologies and energy-using 
equipment are modelled as cross-cutting technologies.  

FORECAST is a simulation model used to support investment decisions, taking into consideration 
barriers to the adoption of energy efficient technologies as well as various policy instruments such 
as standards, taxes and subsidies. Different approaches are used to simulate technology 
diffusion, including diffusion curves, vintage stock models and discrete choice simulation.  

Figure 6 shows the simplified structure of FORECAST-Industry. Main macro-economic drivers are 
industrial production for over 70 individually modelled basic materials products, gross value 
added for less energy-intensive sub-sectors and the employment numbers. Five sub-modules 
cover: basic materials processes, space heating, electric motor systems, furnaces and steam 
systems. 

 

 
Source: FORECAST 

Figure 6: Overview of the bottom-up model FORECAST-Industry 
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for individual sub-sectors. It considers the construction, refurbishment and demolition of 
buildings as well as the construction and dismantling of space heating technologies. 
Investment in space heating technologies such as natural gas boilers or heat pumps is 
determined based on a discrete choice approach (Biere et al. 2014). 

3. Electric motor systems and lighting: These cross-cutting technologies (CCTs) include 
pumps, ventilation systems, compressed air systems, machine tools, cold appliances, 
other motor appliances and lighting. The module captures individual units as well as the 
entire motor-driven system, including losses in transmission between conversion units. 
The diffusion of saving options is modelled in a similar way to the approach used for 
process-specific saving options. 

4. Furnaces: energy demand in furnaces uses the bottom-up estimations from the module 
“energy-intensive processes”. Furnaces are found across most industrial sub-sectors and 
are very specific to the production process. Typically, they require very high temperature 
heat. The furnaces module simulates price-based fuel switching using a random utility 
model (for more details, see Rehfeldt et al. 2017).  

5. Steam and hot water systems: the remaining process heat (<500°C) is used in steam 
(and hot water) systems. The module covers generation and distribution of steam and hot 
water. For distribution, efficiency improvements for each scenario are based on available 
literature. Steam generation is modelled using a vintage stock model simulating the 
replacement of the entire steam generation technology stock. More than 20 individual 
technologies are taken into account including natural gas boilers, CHP units, biomass 
boilers, heat pumps, electric boilers and fuel cells. Fuel switch is determined as a result of 
competition among the individual technologies using the total cost of ownership (for more 
details, see Biere 2015). 

In the following, the sub-module for energy-intensive processes is described in detail. For 
additional model descriptions, we refer to the FORECAST website.4 

The hierarchical structure of the sub-module is presented in Figure 7. For each country, the 
industry as a whole is the highest level of aggregation. Using the sectoral definition from Eurostat 
energy balances, the industry is divided into sub-sectors like the iron and steel industry or the 
pulp and paper industry. Within each sector, more than 70 processes are defined that represent 
major products or industrial production processes (e.g. steel finishing or wood grinding for the 
production of mechanical pulp). For each process, saving options are defined, which reduce the 
specific energy consumption and process related GHG emissions by diffusing through the 
technology stock. Diffusion depends on boundaries and payback time. 

Figure 7: Hierarchical structure of the FORECAST sub-module for energy-intensive processes 

                                                   
4 http://www.forecast-model.eu/ 
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Source: FORECAST 

For process-specific technologies, the main driver is the projection of physical production (e.g. 
tons of crude steel from blast furnaces). The 70 most energy- and green-house-gas-intensive 
processes are considered separately in the model. For each of these processes, the specific 
energy consumption/GHG emissions, temperature ranges and the physical production output per 
country are important modelling parameters.  

Depending on the data availability, processes can consist of small individual production steps 
(e.g. burning of clinker in the cement industry) or entire production lines for individual products or 
product groups (e.g. production of paper). In total, FORECAST currently considers more than 70 
individual process as listed in Table 4 allowing for a huge level of detail. 

Table 4: Overview of products covered in FORECAST-Industry for bottom-up calculation by 
sub-sector 

Industry Industry

Sub-sector Iron and 
steel

Pulps and 
PaperChemicals Sub-sector…

Saving option Efficient 
refiner

Pinch-
analysis Shoe press Further...Innovative 

drying

Process Chem. pulp Recycled 
fibresPaper Mech. pulp
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Non-metallic minerals Chemicals Non-ferrous metals Iron and steel 

Container glass Adipic acid Aluminium, primary Sinter 

Flat glass Ammonia Aluminium, secondary Oxygen steel 

Fibre glass Calcium carbide Aluminium extruding  Electric steel 

Other glass Carbon black  Aluminium foundries  Rolled steel 

Houseware, sanitary ware Chlorine, diaphragma  Aluminium rolling  Coke oven coke 

Technical, other ceramics Chlorine, membrane Copper, primary Smelting reduction 

Tiles, plates, refractories  Chlorine, mercury  Copper, secondary  Direct reduction 

Clinker Calcination-Dry Ethylene Copper further treatment DR H2 plasma steel 

Clinker Calcination-
Semidry 

Methanol  Zinc, primary  DR RES electrolysis steel 

Clinker Calcination-Wet Nitric acid  Zinc, secondary   

Preparation of limestone Oxygen    

Gypsum Polycarbonates    

Cement grinding Polyethylene   

Lime milling Polypropylene   

Bricks Polysulfones    

Lime burning Soda ash   

RES electric melting TDI   

Less carbon cement (30%) Titanium dioxide   

Low carbon cement (50%) RES H2 Ammonia   

Low carbon cement (70%) RES H2 Methanol   

Petrochemicals Food drink and 
tobacco  

Pulp and paper  Others  

Refinery type 1 Sugar Paper Plastics: Extrusion 

Refinery type 2 Dairy  Chemical pulp  Plastics: Injection 
moulding  

Refinery type 3 Brewing  Mechanical pulp  Plastics: Blow moulding  

Refinery type 4 Meat processing Recovered fibres   

 Bread & bakery   

 Starch   
Source: FORECAST 

The production data for the individual processes is collected by country and is regarded as the 
backbone of the FORECAST model. While no individual data source is available that provides 
data for all products, production data is collected from a variety of sources as shown in Table 5.  
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Table 5: Main data sources for historic production data of processes by country 

Sub-sector / process Data source Completeness/quality of data 

Iron and steel World Steel Association Very complete 

Cement Cembureau, Odyssee Very complete 

Glass Glassglobal Complete, but calculated based on capacity and 
utilisation by country 

Pulp and paper German Pulp and Paper 
Association (VDP), FAO Stat 

Very complete 

Aluminium and copper US Geological survey Complete for primary and secondary aluminium, 
less so for further treatment 

Chemicals: Ammonia UNFCCC Complete, but some uncertainty 

Chemicals: Ethylene UNFCCC Complete, but some uncertainty 

Chemicals: Oxygen Eurostat Complete, but some uncertainty and data for 
some small countries missing 

Chemicals: Methanol UNFCCC Many gaps 

Chemicals: 
Polyethylene 

UN Commodity Production 
Database 

Some uncertainty 

Food, drink and tobacco Mainly UN Commodity Production 
Database, UN Data, German 

brewery association 

Several gaps 

 

The modelling of individual saving options in FORECAST is briefly described below. For a 
more detailed description, refer to Fleiter et al. (2012)5. 

Saving options unfold their impact on energy consumption and GHG emissions by diffusing 
through the modelled technology stock and, thus, reducing the specific energy consumption or 
specific process related emissions of individual production processes. Saving options can be 
incremental changes as well as radically new production processes. 

The diffusion of saving options is based on the payback time, which depends on energy savings, 
energy prices and the carbon price.  

The diffusion is limited by a minimum and a maximum/technical diffusion, as shown in Figure 8.  

• The ‘minimum diffusion’ represents a path, in which the replacement of capital stock 
results in slowly increasing efficiency. This is not cost-driven. 

• The ‘technical diffusion’ represents the fastest market diffusion that is achievable without 
early replacement of capital stock.  

Both diffusion paths provide a range for the resulting diffusion, which is based on considerations 
of profitability and investment decision. While alternative investment criteria can be applied, the 
most commonly used is the payback time of the saving options.  

  

                                                   
5 Fleiter, Tobias; Fehrenbach, Daniel; Worrell, Ernst; Eichhammer, Wolfgang (2012): Energy efficiency in the 
German pulp and paper industry - A model-based assessment of saving potentials. In Energy 40 (1), pp. 84–99.  
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of saving option diffusion in FORECAST 

  

Source: FORECAST 
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In order to consider heterogeneity among companies (different levels of energy efficiency, 
different energy prices, which all lead to varying cost-effectiveness of savings options), a 
distribution of payback time expectations is applied. Thus, with increasing payback time, the 
share of companies investing decreases. Typically, companies require payback times of 2-3 
years for energy-efficiency improvement. Consequently, a very short payback time results in a 
diffusion rate, which is close to the technical diffusion and a very long payback time results in a 
low diffusion close to minimum diffusion. 
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4.2.2 Mitigations options in FORECAST 
The FORECAST model covers the complete Eurostat final energy demand and EU ETS sector. 
As such, the model also aims to covers a broad scope of mitigation options ranging from 
incremental energy efficiency improvements via innovative new processes to downstream 
material efficiency in the end-use sectors. The following table gives an overview how the various 
types of mitigation options are included in FORECAST. 

Table 6: Type of mitigation options and inclusion in FORECAST 

Clusters of mitigation 
options 

Implementation in FORECAST 

Incremental and BAT 
energy efficiency 
improvement 

The model explicitly considers the diffusion of more than 200 energy efficiency 
measures included in the sub-modules on processes and on electric motor systems. 
These include for example excess heat use, optimised control systems, high-
efficiency electric motors, variable speed drives, or very sector specific 
technologies like coke dry quenching in steel or the shoe press in paper-making. 

Diffusion is modelled based on the payback time and assumptions about min and 
max diffusion boundaries. 

Advanced energy- and 
resource efficient 
processes 

More radical process innovations are included in the model similarly to the above 
energy-efficiency measures. Their diffusion, however, starts later by defining an 
earliest market introduction. In addition, options that only mitigate process 
emissions can be included. Examples are new types of cement clinker with better 
energy performance or thin slab or strip casting in steel finishing. 

Fuel and feedstock 
switching 

Fuel and feedstock switching is simulated in the sub-modules on furnaces and 
steam systems by explicitly taking energy and CO2 prices and the profitability of 
alternative technologies into account (example: switch to biomass or electric 
boilers to provide steam in paper and chemicals industries).  

If fuel switching is strongly related to the introduction of new production 
processes, it is also included in the sub-module for energy-intensive processes 
(e.g. diffusion of RES-H2 direct reduction to replace basic oxygen furnace route in 
steelmaking). 

CCS Industrial carbon capture and storage (CCS) is modelled in FORECAST on a process 
level. The model allows identifying the major GHG point sources most appropriate 
for CCS (e.g. integrated steelworks, cement plants, ammonia or ethylene plants). 
The diffusion of CCS is based on techno economic assumptions including earliest 
market entry, CAPEX and OPEX, capture rate, energy consumption, etc. 

Recycling and re-use Recycling and circular economy can be modelled with FORECAST for the major 
energy-intensive processes and products (e.g. steel, aluminium, copper, paper, 
glass, plastics or potentially cement). The model works with projecting past 
recycling rates in a baseline scenario, while an ambitious circular economy 
scenario includes higher recycling rates that are capped by availability of 
recovered materials (e.g. steel-scrap availability). 

Material efficiency and 
substitution 

FORECAST includes product innovation and substitution as exogenous assumption 
in the production output. E.g. replacing cement and bricks by wood results in 
lower cement production and consequently lower energy demand and emissions. 
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Similarly, material efficiency and switch to business models are considered: E.g. in 
the construction industry new concrete mix designs might save cement as might 
optimized construction designs that require a minimum of cement and steel. 

However, downstream mitigation options can show a huge degree of 
heterogeneity and are difficult to include systematically and comprehensively in 
energy system models. E.g. capturing all emission-related effects along the value 
chain (e.g. energy needed for the collection of recovered materials) is particularly 
challenging and not possible in today's energy system models. For the basic 
materials products, anyhow, major source of CO2 emissions is the production 
process, which is included in FORECAST in detail. 

Source: FORECAST 

The processes currently used to produce energy-intensive basic material products have been 
optimised over many decades. The remaining energy efficiency potentials due to applying the 
best available technology (BAT) are limited. For example, even the most efficient clinker furnace 
will not be able to reduce its energy demand by much more than 10% compared to today's 
average. In addition, fuel switching from fossil fuels like natural gas to renewable sources is 
limited due to the high temperature levels required in industrial furnaces and the competition for 
biomass with other sectors. Although incremental improvements of energy efficiency and fuel 
switching are important pillars of industrial decarbonisation pathways, these two options alone will 
not suffice to achieve a low-carbon industry sector by 2050. 

In the following, we discuss innovative production technologies (incremental and radical 
changes), CCS and downstream material efficiency strategies to extend the range of mitigation 
options. The main assumptions for the implementation of the technologies in the model are 
summarised below. 

4.2.3 Technology descriptions of selected mitigation options 

4.2.3.1 Incremental changes in process technologies 
Incremental process improvements are assumed in both scenarios, TRANS-CCS and TRANS-IP. 
They can be used as add-on options to existing process equipment and imply only limited 
changes in the production process. They do not affect the resulting product. However, some 
technologies are classified in-between incremental and radical changes and might be included in 
both categories. 

One example for the steel industry is top gas recycling in which the CO2 is removed from the 
blast furnace's top gas by means of a separation system and useful components such as carbon 
and hydrogen are recovered. The reducing gas is fed back into the reactor, which reduces the 
coke rates compared to a conventional blast furnace. (EUROFER 2014; Pardo und Moya 2013) 
Another example for the steel industry is near-net-shape casting.  

Oxyfuel combustion can be used in the glass industry by burning the fuel with more oxygen 
instead of combustion air in the current furnace atmosphere. This leads to increased efficiency 
and reduced fuel consumption. Oxyfuel combustion requires smaller heat recovery systems and 
can reach higher temperatures without emitting NOx as a by-product. (British Glass 2014). Batch 
preheating is another option to reduce fuel demand in the glass and ceramics industry.  

Drying the paper web is the most important energy-consuming process in paper mills. This leads 
to a need for new drying technologies that use energy more efficient and consequently reduce 
CO2 emissions. Fleiter et al. (2012b) discussed such new drying techniques and examples 
include impulse drying or condensing belt drying. Other options in the paper industry include 
black liquor gasification and enzymatic pre-treatment.  
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Significant energy efficiency gains in aluminium production can be expected from the use of 
stable inert anodes in combination with stable wettable cathodes reducing energy consumption 
for electrolysis and anode manufacturing as well as CO2 emissions. (Moya et al. 2015). Magnetic 
billet heating - replacing fuel-fired furnaces by induction-melting furnaces and thereby electricity 
- is another option in the non-ferrous metals industry. 

4.2.3.2 Fundamental changes in process technologies 
Radical innovative process technologies are considered major mitigation option in the TRANS-
IPT scenario assuming market entry mainly in/after 2030. Depending on the sector and 
production process, the market entry and the maximum CO2 saving potential as well as the costs 
can differ significantly.  

In the iron and steel industry renewable hydrogen (DR H2 plasma steel) can be used for the 
direct reduction of crude steel. Hydrogen replaces the carbon from fossil fuels (coal and coke) in 
the metallurgical process, but at the same time, large quantities of electricity are needed for its 
production. (EUROFER 2017; Voestalpine AG et al. 2017; SSAB AB 2017). Consequently, direct 
reduced steel based on hydrogen will only lead to substantial CO2 savings if the needed 
electricity is produced from renewable energy sources.  

In the cement industry, new binders based on alternative raw materials substituting limestone 
can significantly reduce CO2 emissions. Such new binders reduce both: process-related (less/no 
decarbonation) and energy-related emissions (lower process temperatures, lower demand for 
thermal energy) compared to conventional cement(-clinker) production. Different concepts with 
different technologies and materials are developed. Examples for new products/processes are 
Aether, Solidia, and Celitement. The following groups of new binders - defined according to their 
CO2 mitigation potential - are included in the scenario analysis: less carbon cement (-30%), low 
carbon cement (-50%), low carbon cement (-70%).  

In the chemical industry, the use of renewable hydrogen (RES H2) is an innovative mitigation 
option to reduce CO2 emissions from the production of basic chemicals. In the illustrated cases 
for ammonia and methanol, large quantities of electricity are needed for hydrogen synthesis that 
substitutes the conventional fossil combustion reaction. (Dechema 2017). Consequently, - as it is 
the case for direct reduced steel based on hydrogen - these processes can only lead to 
substantial CO2 savings if the needed electricity is provided from renewable energy sources. The 
possible reduced need for feedstock cannot be depicted in the model system shown and is 
therefore not considered in the TRANS-IPT scenario. 

In the glass industry, renewable electricity can be used instead of natural gas to reduce future 
CO2 emissions and increase thermal efficiency. The technology is already available on industrial 
scale but yet not wide spread (British Glass 2014; Cerame Unie 2013). Mostly smaller furnaces 
currently apply this process in which the conductivity of molten glass increases and allows the 
use of resistant heating (Fleiter et al. (2016b). 

4.2.3.3 Carbon capture and storage 
Depending on the sector and production process, different CO2 capture techniques are applied. 
They all have different advantages and disadvantages and vary in terms of technical maturity, as 
discussed in the following.  

Due to the high process-related CO2 emissions for clinker burning, CCS is a highly discussed 
mitigation option in the cement sector, and alternative designs are feasible including post-
combustion capture, oxyfuel combustion with CO2 capture, pre-combustion and carbon looping. 
Post-combustion seems to be an option that could be implemented in the near future - a few 
pilot and demonstration plants already exist. The technical risk of this option is comparatively low, 
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but it requires large amounts of heat. Oxyfuel combustion is another option that could be used 
to retrofit existing kilns, but it requires significant structural changes to the core units in the 
cement plant (Kuramochi et al. 2012). Options like oxyfuel combustion and carbon looping 
technologies are not yet mature and require more research and development. In the frame of the 
EU H2020 project LEILAC another CCS technology based on direct separation is developed for 
the lime industry having the advantage of not requiring large amounts of additional energy for the 
CO2 capture as a pure stream of process-related emissions from calcination is generated by 
separating it from fuel combustion. 

Various alternative production routes for substituting conventional integrated steelmaking are 
discussed in the iron and steel industry including add-on CO2 capture, process-integrated CO2 
capture and smelting reduction. There are two different ways to apply CO2 capture as an add-on 
technology to the blast furnace: either as direct capture from the BF gas (capture rate ~50%) or 
indirect capture after the conversion of CO to CO2, which yields higher capture rates. The top-
gas recycling blast furnace (ULCOS-BF, IGAR) is another possible option for process-
integrated CO2 capture. The technology is currently being tested in a pilot plant (Luleå, Sweden) 
and may be implemented in the medium-term as it can also be used for conventional blast 
furnace retrofits. Another possible option is the use of smelting reduction technologies in 
combination with CO2 capture technologies. The COREX, FINEX or HIsarna processes are 
examples for this option. In the HIsarna process, input carbon is fully oxidized resulting in high 
possible capture rates (~80%). The first two processes are already commercially available but 
have not yet become widespread in Europe; the HIsarna process is currently also in the pilot 
stage level (Ijmuiden, Netherlands) (Eurofer 2014; Eurofer 2017; Pardo u. Moya 2013, Kuramochi 
et al. 2012). Currently (launched in 2016), there is only one large-scale CCS project for the iron 
and steel industry (Mussafah, Abu Dhabi) (IEA 2017, Global CCS Institute) 

4.2.3.4 Material strategies 
The transition scenarios (TRANS-CC and TRANS-IPT) feature material efficiency improvements, 
product substitutions, trends to higher gross value added, re-use and trends to secondary 
production. In contrast, the reference scenario (REF) does not include material efficiency 
improvements or production substitutions at all and trends to higher gross value added and 
secondary production here are based on historical trends only. Secondary production routes 
comprise production based on recycled materials (e.g. recycled paper, electric arc furnace steel 
production or secondary aluminium production). The increase in secondary products is based on 
domestically available resources (e.g. domestic scrap availability). Net exports are assumed to 
remain on a similar level as today. The shift from oxygen steel to electric steel, for example, takes 
place faster in the TRANS scenarios and represents a more ambitious path in line with the 
maximum scrap availability (Herbst et al. 2014) compared to the reference case. 
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4.3 Modelling supply side and flexibility 
4.3.1 Model description Enertile® 

4.3.1.1 Model overview 
Enertile is a model for energy system optimization developed at the Fraunhofer Institute for 
System and Innovation Research ISI. The model strongly focuses on the power sector but also 
covers the interdependencies with other sectors such as the heating, transport and industry 
sector. It is used for long-term scenario studies and is explicitly designed to depict the challenges 
and opportunities of increasing shares of renewable energies. A major advantage of the model is 
its high technical and temporal resolution. 

Enertile conducts an integrated optimization of investment and dispatch. It optimizes the 
investments into all major infrastructures of the power sector, including conventional power 
generation, combined-heat-and-power (CHP), renewable power technologies, cross-border 
transmission grids, flexibility options, such as demand-side-management (DSM) and power-to-
heat storage technologies. The model chooses the optimal portfolio of technologies while 
determining the utilization of these in all hours of each analysed year. 

The model currently depicts and optimizes Europe, North Africa and the Middle East. Each 
country is usually represented by one node, although in some cases it is useful to aggregate 
smaller countries and split larger ones into several regions. Covering such a large region instead 
of single countries becomes increasingly necessary with high shares of renewable energy, as 
exchanging electricity between different weather regions is a central flexibility option. The model 
features a full hourly resolution: In each analysed year, 8,760 hours are covered. Since real 
weather data is applied, the interdependencies between weather regions and renewable 
technologies are implicitly included. 

Enertile includes a detailed picture of renewable energy potential and generation profiles for the 
optimization. The potential sites for renewable energy are calculated on the basis of several 
hundred thousand regional data points for wind and solar technologies with consideration of 
distance regulations and protected areas. The hourly generation profile is based on detailed 
regional weather data. Figure 9 shows a simplified structure of the input and output of the Enertile 
optimization model. 

4.3.1.2 Model extensions in Enertile® 
Enertile has a strong focus on the electricity sector in Europe and neighbouring countries. The 
integration of rising shares of renewable energy in the electricity sector is a crucial task for the 
next decades. On the one hand, this can be addressed by additional flexibility within the 
electricity sector. On the other hand, a stronger linkage to other sectors could help to integrate 
renewable electricity. Within the SET-Nav project, Enertile has been expanded by several 
modules to integrate the demand and the flexibility options from the industry sector. 
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Source: Enertile 

Figure 9: Simplified structure of the Enertile® optimization model 

 

Load shedding 

For the industry sector, load shedding is an important downward flexibility option, where industrial 
plants are "switched off" at system peak demand. Electric arc furnaces for steel production or 
electrolysis in the chemical and aluminium industry are examples of processes that could provide 
downward flexibility. The potential for industrial load shedding can be described using the 
following parameters: The capacity and the hours available for load shedding, and the willingness 
to participate as it is assumed that companies are only willing to take part in such measures if 
they are adequately compensated. These parameters are considered country-specific and can be 
implemented for individual industrial processes. 

Hydrogen 

As discussed in section 4.4.2 one mitigation option to reduce CO2 emission in the industry sector 
is to provide hydrogen by electrolysis rather than by steam reforming natural gas. On the one 
hand, the transition from hydrogen production towards electrolysis increases the demand of 
renewable electricity. On the other hand, hydrogen has the potential to provide flexibility to the 
power system. Due to its long-term and cost-effective storage property, it cannot only be used for 
load shedding in the industry as described above but also as an electricity storage: In hours of 
small loads and high electricity generation by renewable energies, hydrogen can be produced 
and stored. Later, in hours of high load and small renewable generation, the hydrogen can be 
fired in a gas turbine to generate emission free electricity. Therefore, the hydrogen module in 
Enertile consists of a formal description of three components: an electrolyser, a hydrogen storage 
that can also meet demands from the industrial sector, and a reconversion instance. For the 
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electrolyser, a specific investment of 500 Euro/kWel, a lifetime of 20 years and an electrical 
efficiency of 80 % is assumed in 2050. A gas-fired power plant with a specific investment of 500 
Euro/kWel, a lifetime of 20 years and an electrical efficiency of 40 % has been implemented as 
the reconversion instance. The size of the hydrogen storage facility is based on the capacity of 
the gas-fired power plant: It is set to 1.000 full load hours of peak power generation. In addition to 
meeting the endogenous hydrogen demand for reconversion, the storage facility provides 
hydrogen to meet the exogenous industrial demand.  

4.3.1.3 Industrial flexibility in Enertile® 
4.3.1.3.1 Introduction flexibility 
Demand-side management (DSM) can fulfil the need for responsive electricity demand (DR 
demand response) but leaves the question open how this increased responsiveness affects the 
electricity systems, e.g. by allowing a better integration of renewable energy or by decreasing the 
costs thereof. For the industry sector, load shedding is an important downward flexibility option, 
where industrial plants are "switched off" at system peak demand. Electric arc furnaces for steel 
production or electrolysis in the chemical and aluminium industry are examples of processes that 
could provide downward flexibility. From the perspective of the power system, load shedding is 
the most potent form of demand-side response. The customers forgo their demand on an explicit 
signal from the supply-side (or from the grid operators).  

The second option explored in this case study is sector coupling via synthetic fuel generated 
from electricity. While the additional conversion step reduces the overall efficiency of the system, 
it enhances the temporal (and potentially spatial) flexibility of the energy supply. Storing synthetic 
fuels like hydrogen, synthetic methane or diesel is technically easier and less costly than storing 
electricity. Thus, the electricity can be converted into fuels in times of low prices, e.g. in times of 
high generation from renewable sources, and used later in the time of actual demand. This 
flexibility option thus decouples the time of generation from the time of demand.  

We explored the similarities and differences of the two options in two scenarios. Using detailed 
data available for Germany, we derived a load-shedding potential for Europa, shown in Table 14. 
We compare a model run with of the “IPT reduced-flexibilty scenario” to the same scenario with 
the option of load shedding (IPT industry load capping).  

When running the model for Europe only for the 2050, the somewhat surprising result is that the 
potential for load shedding is used far below its assumed potential. 103 GWh are shed, not even 
a quarter of the total potential off 433 GWh. The model uses the option to reduce the generation 
from gas turbines, which in turn decreases by roughly the same a quantity. All other model results 
remain unchanged.  

However, the more relevant result is the impact on the installed capacity: The capacity of gas 
turbines decreases from 129.3 GW to 121.6 GWh. The flexibility from the industry sectors thus 
reduced the necessary capacity on the supply side by 7.7 GW, or 6 % of the total gas turbine 
capacity.  

Still, the question arises why the model does not make use of this option more often. To clarify 
this, a pathway scenario was created for Germany looking at the years 2020, 2030, 2040 and 
2050. 

The scenario results indeed show the impact and potential use of load shedding. In the ambitious 
scenario, 49.3 GWh are shed in 2020, and 3.9 GWh in 2050, while in 2030 and 2040 almost no 
load is shed. Virtually all of the shed load substitutes generation from gas turbines. However, the 
main impact is the reduced capacity installed in gas turbines. In 2020, 1,5 GW of gas turbines are 
“saved” compared to the case without load shedding, which is approximately the capacity 
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available for industry load shedding. The difference remains the same until 2050, when another 
0.2 GW are saved.  

This result for both the pathway run as well as the European scenario show, that while the 
impact of industry load shedding on the actual power generation is relatively small, the 
impact on the power plant capacities is substantial. In Europa, the saved gas turbine 
capacities correspond to an avoided investment of 2.7 billion EUR. Therefore, the model results 
suggest that enabling industry load shedding could allow for substantial cost reduction in the 
power sector.  

4.3.1.3.2 Flexibility potentials sector coupling via hydrogen  
Taking into account the hydrogen demand data from Table 15, this section presents the results of 
the IPT H2 scenario as distinct from the IPT reduced-flexibility scenario. The comparison of the 
two model results allows conclusions on the influence of industrial hydrogen demand on the 
European electricity sector. 

Table 7: Overview of scenarios calculated with the Enertile® optimization model 

Scenario  
Time 
scope 

Load shedding 
possible? 

Hydrogen demand 
from industry? 

TRANS-IPT  
reduced flexibility 

2050   

TRANS-IPT 
 industry load capping 

2050 ✓ 
 

TRANS-IPT  
H2 

2050 
 

✓ 

Source: ENERTILE 
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4.3.1.3.3 Scenario assumptions 
IPT reduced flexibility scenario assumptions 

The scenarios for this case study calculated with Enertile are based on the Primes Reference 
Scenario. This concerns the assumptions on the development of electricity demand in the 
European countries and the prices of fossil fuels and CO2. However, for the ambitious policy 
scenario a higher development path of the CO2-price is assumed. The assumed CO2-price in the 
ambitious policy scenario for 2050 is 150 €/t. Table 13 shows the fuel and CO2-prices used in the 
Enertile scenarios. 

Table 8: Fuel and CO2-prices in the Enertile® scenarios (based on Primes Reference Scenario: 
Capros et al. 2016) 

Fuel prices in €/MWhth CO2-price in €/t 
gas coal oil Ambitious 

38,2 14,2 63,8 150 
Source: ENERTILE 

The model optimizes endogenously the expansion and deployment of conventional and 
renewable technologies. Nevertheless, the capacity and generation of hydro, biomass and 
nuclear is fixed according to the values in the Primes Reference Scenario. Furthermore, the 
status of offshore wind energy for the year 2020 in the Primes Reference Scenario is integrated 
within the optimization as a minimum restriction for the calculated scenario years. In this case 
study, the optimization covers the year 2050. The optimal portfolio of technologies for electricity 
generation in the EU 28 member states plus Norway and Switzerland is determined. 

IPT industry load-capping assumptions 

The IPT industry-load-capping scenario has the same parameter set up as the IPT reduced-
flexibility scenario, except the option of industrial load capping is available. The potential for 
industrial load shedding can be described formally in the model using three (country-specific) 
parameters:  

1. Capacity available for load shedding: 
Both the annual demand and the potential for load shifting have been identified for 
several processes. It is assumed that, for load shedding, only half of the capacity is 
available for the respective measures. Table 14 shows selected processes and their load 
shedding potential.  

2. Hours available for load shedding: 
It is assumed that the corresponding procedures for load shedding are not available for 
more than 50 hours per year. 

3. Willingness to participate: 
It is assumed that the companies are only willing to take part in such measures if they 
are adequately compensated. Therefore, the variable costs for utilizing the potential 
have been set to 150-200 €/MWh (depending on the model used). 

IPT H2 scenario assumptions 

The IPT H2 scenario has the same parameter set up as the IPT reduced-flexibility scenario, 
except an additional industrial hydrogen demand has to be met. Respective hydrogen demands 
for each country and industrial process are displayed in Table 15. It is assumed that the required 
hydrogen in one country needs to be generated by electrolysers in the same country. However, 
considering the costs of electricity generation and grid costs, the necessary electrical power to 
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operate the electrolysers can be generated wherever it is most cost efficient for the entire energy 
system .    

Table 9: Resulting scenario assumptions on industry load shedding potential by country 
Country Maximum load 

 shedding 2030 [MW] 
Maximum load shedding  

per year [GWh ] 
Austria 257 12.861 

Belgium 421 21.038 

Bulgaria 64 3.208 

Cyprus 1 0.064 

Czech Republic 153 7.667 

Denmark 27 1.334 

Estonia 12 0.583 

Finland 480 23.98 

France 636 31.819 

Germany 1,707 85.347 

Greece 102 5.076 

Hungary 81 4.071 

Ireland 31 1.553 

Italy 621 31.072 

Latvia 3 0.141 

Lithuania 39 1.969 

Luxembourg 11 0.572 

Malta 0 0 

Netherlands 377 18.844 

Norway 0 0 

Poland 0 0 

Portugal 74 3.706 

Romania 261 13.027 

Slovakia 190 9.487 

Slovenia 58 2.921 

Spain 578 28.892 

Sweden 475 23.758 

Switzerland 0 0 

United Kingdom 442 22.102 

Source: ENERTILE 
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Table 10: Hydrogen demands for industrial processes taken into account in the TRANS-IPT H2 
scenario by country. 

Country Ammonia 
(GWhth) 

Methanol 
(GWhth) 

Direct 
Reduction 

(GWhth) 

Sum (GWhth) 

Austria 1.840 - 12.337 14.177 

Belgium 3.819 - 7.096 10.915 

Bulgaria 1.314 - - 1.314 

Croatia 600 0 - 600 

Cyprus - - - - 

Czech Republic 893 3 5.267 6.163 

Denmark - - - - 

Estonia 215 - - 215 

Finland 288 - 4.719 5.006 

France 12.165 - 12.220 24.385 

Germany 12.989 7.850 59.880 80.719 

Greece 598 - - 598 

Hungary 1.380 - 2.053 3.434 

Ireland - - - - 

Italy 10.882 - 12.364 23.245 

Latvia - - - - 

Lithuania 4.224 399 - 4.622 

Luxembourg - - - - 

Malta - - - - 

Netherlands 7.391 - 12.903 20.294 

Poland 9.662 3 8.907 18.573 

Portugal 1.002 - - 1.002 

Romania 5.288 1.451 2.791 9.530 

Slovakia 2.236 - 4.056 6.292 

Slovenia - 661 - 661 

Spain 1.759 12 9.530 11.301 

Sweden - - 5.797 5.797 

United Kingdom 138 - 8.704 8.842 

Sum 78.685 10.379 168.624 257.687 

Source: ENERTILE 
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4.3.2 Model description Empire 
EMPIRE is a European Model for Power Investment (with high shares of) Renewable Energy 
[Skar 2016]. It is used for assessing the mid-term and long-term generation capacity and 
transmission expansion in the European power system. 

The model includes short-term uncertainty from load and RES and short-term dynamics for 
operational constraints. Long-term system dynamics is also present for carbon emission price, 
fuel prices, technology efficiencies, technology costs and RES share targets. The number of 
technologies present in the system is exhaustive: from fossil fuel plants to biomass, geothermal, 
hydro storage and battery storage. In the RES side, off-shore wind, on-shore wind and solar are 
represented with data from the EMHIRES dataset as source (SETIS 2017). Electricity demand is 
represented by hourly country profiles through the ENTSOe data for EU28 countries plus 
Switzerland, Norway and Balkan countries (OPSD 2017). The annual electricity demand comes 
from EU reference case which is based on the outputs from the PRIMES model (Capros et al. 
2016). 

The historical data is used to create short-term stochastic scenarios which take into account the 
statistical properties of the inputs and their correlations. Flexibility is represented in the model 
through 10 Demand Responsive (DR) loads. Seven of them concern the building sector, one 
represents industry and two represent transport. The industrial flexible load is represented by 
group 8 in Table 7. The number of flexible load groups is the maximum affordable for the current 
problem size and computational available option. The profile loads for industry are constant along 
the week and season because production level are constant. 

Table 11 Flexible loads represented in EMPIRE 

DR 
group 

Sector Supertype Type Initial 
Capacity 
(MW) 

Initial 
investment 
cost (€/MW) 

1 Residential Cooling Air Conditioning 958 250 

2 Residential Hot Water Heat Pumps 179 20 

2 Residential Hot Water Electric Direct Heaters 564 

2 Residential Hot Water Storage Heating 238 

3 Residential Space Heating Heat Pumps 1150 250 

4 Residential Space Heating Electric Direct Heaters 704 20 

4 Residential Space Heating Storage Heating 52 

5 Non-residential Cooling Air Conditioning 888 10 

6 Non-residential Hot Water Heat Pumps 11 5 

6 Non-residential Hot Water Electric Direct Heaters 31 

6 Non-residential Hot Water Storage Heating 38 

7 Non-residential Space Heating Heat Pumps 171 20 

7 Non-residential Space Heating Electric Direct Heaters 602 

7 Non-residential Space Heating Storage Heating 33 

8 Industry Industry Processes Aluminium, Chemicals, etc. 1008 0 

9 Transport Electric Vehicle Freight transport 13 500 

10 Transport Electric Vehicle Private cars 102 500 
Source: EMPIRE 
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Shiftable loads are modelled through three constraints. The balance constraint fixes the energy 
consumption of the flexible load to the original demand value in each day interval. In second 
place, the country load-generation balance constraints incorporate the changes by flexible loads 
(eq. 1). Third, the flexible loads are constrained to take values within an interval defined by its 
load profile. 

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 + 𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼 + 𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑑𝑑𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑ℎ𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝐺𝐺 = 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑 + 𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑 − 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺 𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑 

In equation 1, generation represents the aggregated supply by all power plants, net imports the 
balance of imports and exports in a node, net discharge represents the balance of storages 
discharge and charge, load represents the hourly load demand, net flexible load is the balance of 
DR load profiles and lost load represents load that is not cost-effective to supply. 

4.3.2.1.1 Flexible loads 
In EMPIRE the flexible loads are allowed to time shift their demand at a given cost. From the 
consumers perspective, these are the reservation prices, the minimum price at which they sell its 
flexibility. From the supplier's perspective it is the maximum that would pay to consumers in order 
to change their demand. If the reservation price is lower than the price differential between two 
short-run marginal hourly costs, or inter-hour price differential, then it is optimal for the system to 
execute the load shifting. The industrial load is also allowed to curtail its demand at a high cost. 
This would happen when supply costs are too high to meet industrial demand. The assumed cost 
of curtailing production without recovery is 250€/MW in EMPIRE. Flexible loads expansion is 
modelled through strategic decision variables with investment costs given in Table 7. The 
difference with conventional generation expansion decisions is that flexible loads are limited by 
their corresponding energy demands, given by the Invert model. Reference and ambitious 
scenario, differing in building energy demand allow different amounts of flexible potentials. 

4.4 Modelling infrastructure 
4.4.1 Gas infrastructure: Model description Ramona 
RAMONA is an optimization model for gas networks. Its objective is to minimize investments and 
operational costs (Fodstads, 2015). The level of detail in the operational decisions will vary with 
the availability of data and the size of the problems. The optimization horizon reaches 2050 in 
intervals of 5 years and using discrete investments on a strategic level and hourly resolution at 
the operational level. The RAMONA version underwent various upgrades and a major update to 
its database. Summed up, the main implementation features and details of the calibration 
process are as following: 

− To be in line with EGMM and GGM datasets, all the existing cross border connections in 
RAMONA have been updated.  

− RAMONA utilizes country prices (2015-2050) based on EGMM results. These datasets 
were converted from a monthly basis to an annual resolution.  

− Update of production rates to 2016 ENTSOG data. 
− Inclusion of investments in LNG terminals in RAMONA. 
− RAMONA only invests in projects from the PCI list. However, it can perform investments 

in other regions of the world (e.g. Russia to Asia) up to 2035. 
− Inclusion of new capacity constraints in RAMONA to limit pipelines capacity investments.  
− Investment costs (€/bcm) from the selected PCI lists are feed into RAMONA. 

The main RAMONA outputs are the capacity expansion investments in pipelines and LNG 
terminals. RAMONA considers in its simulation the entire PCI list to determine future investment 
decisions. 
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4.4.2 CO2 transportation and storage infrastructure: Model description CCTSMOD 
To account for the essential elements of the CCS infrastructure perspective, the model 
CCTSMOD is used, which was developed by Oei, Mendelevitch and Herold Es ist eine 
ungültige Quelle angegeben.. CCTSMOD is designed to simulate the potential development of 
a pipeline-based CCS infrastructure. The formulation as a scalable mixed integer, multi-period 
welfare-optimizing network model allows the endogenous decision on carbon capture, pipeline 
and storage investments. Cost optimal capture, CO2 flows and injection quantities are calculated. 
The model has a focus on CO2 transport with an explicit representation of economies of scale in 
pipeline transport by allowing the installation of discrete pipeline diameters. The model operates 
on a geo-referenced set of industry, energy generation facilities and CO2 storage sites. Hence, it 
also accounts for economies of density. The model is run as a single cost minimization and 
covers the entire EU-28, Norway and Switzerland by aggregating sinks as sources on a 
200x200km grid. 

In its original setup, a single omniscient and rational decision maker with perfect foresight decides 
whether a CO2 emitting facility purchases CO2 certificates or invests into a capture process. For 
the SET-Nav model runs, this decision on capture is outsourced to the energy demand sector 
models, namely industry represented by the model FORECAST-Industry and the electricity 
generation perspective represented by the model EMPIRE. The decision path implemented along 
the CCTS value chain by CCTSMOD was adapted accordingly. The captured emissions 
calculated by FORECAST-Industry and EMPIRE are given for technology aggregates and by 
country. CCTSMOD then decides which facilities in the detailed geo-coded grid are optimally 
used to capture these emissions; in other words, it allows for disaggregation of the captured 
emissions within countries. Facilities are chosen so as to minimize infrastructure and transport 
cost. Then, the optimal routing of the required pipeline network and CO2 flows as well as the 
storage activities are calculated (Figure 10).  

 

 
Figure 10: Revised value chain in CCTSMOD for case study methodology 

The following data description is summarizing key model parameters and is mostly taken from Es 
ist eine ungültige Quelle angegeben.. Please refer to Oei et al. (2014) for more details. 

Pipelines are representing a typical network infrastructure with high upfront, sunk investment 
cost. For capital cost, a value of 0,087 EUR per tCO2, cm of pipeline diameter and km of pipeline 
is used. This value is at the upper end of existing estimates in the literature to account for 
uncertainties associated with topographic features, public resistance, and environmental 
concerns as uncertain utilization rates. This investment cost is subject to economies of scale 
(Table 8). Moreover, the investment decision in pipelines is an integer problem on four possible 
diameters with associated annual transport capacity. Flow-dependent variable costs including 
operation and maintenance are 0.01 EUR per year and km and tCO2. Since rights of way have to 
be paid for (new) pipelines, it is preferable to construct pipelines along existing corridors, 
including pipelines of other fuels (e.g. natural gas pipelines). We simplify the pipeline routing 
problem by abstracting from topographic features such as mountain ranges and assume same 
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unit costs for all pipelines of a certain diameter regardless the location, including on- and offshore 
pipelines. In summary, chosen cost parameters rather underestimate CO2 transport and 
infrastructure costs. 

Table 12: Investment cost by pipeline diameter and respective annual transport capacity 

Diameter (m) Annual transport capacity 
(mio tCO2/a) 

Investment costs (EUR per 
tC02 and km  

0.2 6 0.29 
0.4 18 0.19 
0.8 71 0.1 
1.6 338 0.04 

Source: Oei, Mendelevitch, & Herold Es ist eine ungültige Quelle angegeben. based on Es ist eine ungültige 
Quelle angegeben. and Es ist eine ungültige Quelle angegeben. 

For calculation with CCTSMOD geo-referenced emission sinks and sources are aggregated on a 
200km x 200km grid. The CCTSMOD data set comprises information about average annual CO2 
emissions of individual facilities and their locations (for both industry and power generation). The 
data set of geo-referenced industry facilities has been updated in coordination with FORECAST 
based on E-PRTR and EU-ETS. Data for an initial set of power plants in the starting year 2010 is 
taken from Platts Es ist eine ungültige Quelle angegeben.. We assume that future emitting 
facilities will be at the location of existing facilities. For example, if new power plant capacities 
such as Coal CCS are decided by EMPIRE, we assume that they will be located at the location of 
existing coal power plants.  
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5 Results and implications of pathways 
This section provides the modelling results on energy demand developments in buildings. First, 
the development of heating and cooling demand for the current and ambitious policy scenario is 
discussed. Second, related investment costs and energy expenditures are illustrated. The scope 
of the simulations covers the EU 28 member states from 2012 to 2050. Finally, we further discuss 
the potentials of district heating and the potential connections of heating and cooling with the 
electricity system.  

5.1 Energy demand, CO2 emissions in industry 
5.1.1 EU28 industrial CO2 emissions 
In the reference scenario, the direct (energy and process related) emissions of the industry sector 
decrease from 630 to 560 Mt CO2-eq. between 2015 and 2050. This reflects a future 
development based on current policies and past trends and corresponds to a reduction of 70 Mt 
CO2-eq. or 11%. In both transition scenarios, TRANS-CCS and TRANS-IPT, industrial GHG 
emissions decrease by 70% between 2015 and 2050 (see Figure 11 'net emissions'). 

 

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 11: EU 28 industrial direct CO2 emissions by energy carrier and scenario (2015 - 2050)6 

                                                   
6 Energy-related emissions are linked to the definition of Eurostat's final energy balance (incl. coke ovens). 
Process-related emissions are calculated using a bottom-up approach for individual products. With this approach, 
emissions from coke and coal consumption for oxygen steel production are fully accounted for as energy-related 
emissions. 
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Industrial direct emissions can be split into direct energy-related CO2 emissions and direct 
process-related CO2 emissions. Abatement of process-related emissions is much more difficult 
than in the case of energy-related emissions and can be accomplished by the use of CCS as 
shown in the TRANS-CCS scenario. However, carbon capture and storage is a highly 
controversial subject and social acceptance issues and the distribution of costs (infrastructure, 
transport and storage) may hinder its future large-scale implementation. TRANS-IPT is an 
alternative scenario without the use of CCS in industry, where radical process improvements also 
lead to significant reductions in process- and energy-related emissions. However, this scenario 
also results in a higher demand for secondary energy carriers like electricity and hydrogen and 
depends on the successful market introduction of as yet unproven technologies. 

 

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 12: EU 28 industrial direct CO2 emissions by subsector and scenario (2015 - 2050) 

In the TRANS-IPT scenario, emissions from the iron and steel industry are reduced by almost 
90% in 2050 compared to 2015 by replacing oxygen steel with electric steel and substituting the 
remaining blast furnace route with renewable-hydrogen-based steel (see Figure 12). This sector 
experiences a noticeable decrease in CO2 emissions in the TRANS-CCS scenario as well, driven 
by the replacement of oxygen steel with electric steel. Conventional cement production is partly 
substituted in the TRANS-IPT scenario by innovative types of cement using new binders and 
reducing the specific energy- and process-related cement emissions by between -30 and -70%. 
Additional potentials in the non-metallic minerals sector are tapped using electric melting 
processes in the glass industry as well as incremental process improvements (e.g. oxyfuel 
combustion incl. waste heat recovery) and fuel switching. Overall, the direct emission reductions 
in the non-metallic minerals sector amount to -54% in 2050 compared to 2015. 
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5.1.2 EU28 industrial final energy demand 
In the reference scenario (REF) industrial final energy demand (FED) for the EU28 is only slightly 
decreasing as efficiency effects are nearly equalled out by activity effects (e.g. gross value added 
growth) from 3233 TWh in 2015 to 2928 TWh in 2050. In the transition scenarios, FED is also 
decreasing in both scenarios until 2050, however a lot slower than GHG emissions (Figure 13). In 
the TRANS-CCS scenario final energy demand decreases by approximately 28% compared to 
2015 to 2330 TWh including energy demand for industrial CCS. In the TRANS-IPT scenario by 
25% compared to 2015 to 2430 TWh in 2050. 

 

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 13: EU 28 final energy demand by energy carrier and scenario (2015 - 2050)7 

Two contrary trends can be observed in the transition scenarios: a decrease in conventional 
demand due to integrated process improvements and fuel switch to biomass (in TRANS-CCS and 
TRANS-IPT) and an additional need for large volumes of renewable electricity due to 
fundamental process changes (in TRANS-IPT). This need for additional renewable electricity 
leads to a demand of 1144 TWh of electricity in 2050 in the TRANS-IPT scenario, which is an 
increase of 15% compared to 2015. In comparison, electricity demand in the TRANS-CCS 
scenario only reaches 787 TWh in 2050. 

In general, renewable energies substitute a large part of industry’s demand for natural gas in both 
scenarios. The use of biomass nearly doubles in 2050 compared to 2015 in the TRANS-CCS 

                                                   
7 Electricity demand in TRANS-IPT includes on-site generation of hydrogen for steel and ammonia production. 
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scenario (464 TWh in 2050 compared to 248 TWh in 2015). In the TRANS-IPT scenario, the 
increase is even more pronounced: +166% to 658 TWh in 2050. Consequently, coal and oil are 
replaced almost completely in the TRANS-IPT scenario (see Figure 13) - particularly in the 
areas of fuel demand for low-temperature heat and the use of waste heat in combination with 
heat pumps. 

5.2 Results for individual mitigation options 
5.2.1 Energy efficiency 
Energy efficiency improvements are modeled in FORECAST via the diffusion of so called saving 
options. Such saving options decrease the speicifc energy consumption of production processes 
as well as cross-cutting technologies like electric motor systems, lighting and steam distribution 
systems. 

The energy efficiency of technologies used today for the production of basic materials products 
like steel, cement, glass or paper has been improved continously in the past decades - driven by 
high energy cost shares. Still, further technologies and optimisation measures are being 
discussed, which are not yet fully applied by all companies. Figure 14 shows the specific energy 
consumption (SEC) of selected major processes for 2015 and for 2050 in the two transition 
scenarios. The 2050 results are compared with the frozen efficiency development, which 
assumes a constant SEC as in 2015. The difference between the scenario and the frozen 
efficiency SEC is the resulting energy efficiency improvement. Both scenarios assume a very 
ambitious exploitation of available energy efficiency potentials. Still, the improvements realised in 
most processes are below 10 and 20%, indicating a limited potential for further process 
optimisation. Exceptions are steel rolling, where new production technologies like near net shape 
casting or the paper production, where innovative new drying technologies can make a larger 
difference and materialise higher efficiency potentials. 

 
 Source: FORECAST 

* The blast furnace process is zero in the TRANS-IPT scenario, becasue it is completely replaced by alternative steel production 
routes 
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Figure 14: Specific energy consumption by process and scenario (Germany 2015 - 2050) 

 

The resulting energy efficiency improvments across all processes included in the scenarios is 
illustrated in Figure 15. Accordingly, energy efficiency improvements realised in the TRANS-CCS 
scenario increase to about 20% in 2050, while they are about 14% in the TRANS-IPT scenario. 
The introuction of fundamentally new production technologies in the TRANS-IPT scenario is the 
main reason for the difference between the two scenarios.  

 

* Final energy demand in TRANS-IPT includes on-site electricity generation of hydrogen for steel and ammonia production. 

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 15: EU28 final energy demand all process technologies by scenario and diffusion (2015 - 
2050) 

Next to the energy-intensive basic materials processes, also cross-cutting technologies like 
electric motors and lighting account for a high total energy (electricity) demand, due to their 
widespread use. Here, systems are yet less optimised and remaining potentials are higher. 
Electricity emand of electric motor systems and lighting today accounts for about 1500 TWh in the 
EU28 (see Figure 16). This typically is more than two thirds of total electricity consumption in 
industry in the individual member states.  Implementing remaining energy efficiency potentials by 
also optimising the entire motor systems can reduce this demand in the future. Compared to the 
frozen efficiency case (constant SEC, only changes in industrial growth), the TRANS-CCS and 
the TRANS-IPT scenario show energy efficiency potentials for about 42%. 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 16: EU28 final energy demand cross-cutting technologies by scenario and diffusion 
(2015 - 2050) 

Three main conclusions can be drawn from these results 

• Even if remaining energy efficiency potentials are ambitiously expolited, the basic 
materials industries will still remain major energy consumers. The possible contribution to 
CO2 mitigation is limited to the maximum impact of 20%. 

• Efficiency potentials in cross-cutting technologies are still higher (max 40%) and can 
substantially reduce electricity demand - if effective policies are implemented. 

• When fundamentally new production technologies enter the market, efficiency 
improvements and optimisation of existing technologies has no effect in the long-term, 
when these technologies are anyway replaced. Such efficiency improvements, however, 
reduce cumulated emissions along the pathway. Thus, for fundamental transition 
scenarios, the role of energy efficiency oprimisation needs to be discussed. 

5.2.2 Fuel Switch 
Switching to low-carbon fuels for the generation of process heat can be a major mitigation option, 
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TRANS-IPTS scenario, due to higher financial support for RES. Similarly, the share of electricity 
(power-to-heat) is also increasing in both scenarios, while the increase is higher in the TRANS-
IPT scenario. Again, this is due to financial support, which is also provided for RES-based PtH. 

The use of fossil fuels on the other side is decreasing in both scenarios. Coal and fuel oil are 
nearly completely phased out and also natural gas is decreasing drastically. Still, in 2050, some 
natural gas is remaining in most sectors. The main reason is a slow turnover of the technology 
stock in combination with new gas-based capacities being construted in the coming years. A 
more drastic phase-out of gas would require a stronger policy frame, which could include either 
stronger financial incentives or a ban on the use of fossil fuels even before 2030. 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 17: EU 28 TRANS-CCS & TRANS-IPT final energy demand for steam and hot water by 
energy carrier (2015; 2030; 2050) 

 

5.2.2.2 Fuel switch in furnaces 
Another important field for fuel switching are industrial furnaces. Comparted to stram systems, 
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temperatures above 1000°C, e.g. in the cement, glass and steel production. Fuel switching is 
possible, but the use of energy carriers experiences more technical restrictions and RES are 
sometimes difficult to integrate.  

The following graphs show the fuel shares in final energy demand for process heating via 
funaces in the three main industries: Chemicals, iron and steel and non-metallic minerals 
(cement, lime and glass). It can be observed that even in the TRANS-CCS scenario, coal is 
reduced substantially and only remains in the iron and steel industry, where it is needed as a 
reduction agent. On the other hand, biomass gains substantial shares in the chemicals and most 
of all the non-metallic minerals sector, where it is already today used in clinker kilns. In the iron 
and steel industry, the shift away from oxygen steel towards electric steel drives down coal 
demand and increases electricity demand. Due to the lower final energy demand of electric steel, 
this shift also drives down total final energy demand in the iron and steel industry, combined with 
improvements in downstream material efficiency. 

The TRANS-IPTS scenario experiences an even stronger shift towards biomass and electricity. 
Here, financial support for biomass is higher, leading to a more comprehensive use where 
technically possible like in the cement and lime production. The increase in electricity demand is 
driven by fundamental process changes that include e.g. the use of hydrogen for DRI-steel 
production, completely replacing the conventional oxygen steel route. 

Across all sectors and scenarios, also in 2050 still a substantial amount of natural gas is used. 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 18: EU 28 fuel switch in furnaces by scenario (TWh FED by energy carrier) 

 

For fuel switching as a mitigation option, the following conclusions can be drawn 

• Biomass has a large potentials at relatively low cost (if sustainable resources are 
available) and increases in both transition scenarios. 
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o For steam generation it requires high financial support due to high electricity 
prices compared to fossils or biomass. Due to the high importance of OPEX 
(compared to CAPEX), financial support needs to address running costs. 
Investment grants are less effectibe. 

o For furnaces, using electricity requires fundamental process and technology 
changes like e.g. a new steel production route. The use of electricity is also 
strongly related to the use of hydrogen and power-to-gas. Also here, high 
operation costs are a major barrier and need to be addressed by the policy frame. 

• Other technologies based on RES like solar thermal or heat pumps only have limited 
applications due to high temperature levels 

• In general, long lifetime of capital (>20 years) requires early changes, if fossil fuels should 
be phased out by 2050 

5.2.3 Fundamental process changes 
As mentioned above, large volumes of renewable electricity will be necessary due to 
electrification measures (e.g. electric melting processes) and (onsite) hydrogen production for 
industrial uses, e.g. 98 TWh for hydrogen-based ammonia synthesis in 2050 or 211 TWh for 
direct reduced steel via RES-H2 in 2050 in the TRANS-IPT scenario. 

Table 13: Diffusion of fundamental process improvements in the TRANS-IPT scenario 

Technology 2015 2030 2040 2050 
Less carbon cement 30 0% 5% 5% 10% 
Low carbon cement 70 0% 2% 5% 20% 
Low Carbon cement 50 0% 1% 10% 20% 
Conventional cement 100% 92% 80% 50% 
DR H2 plasma steel 0% 0% 45% 100% 
Smelting reduction 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Conventional BOF 100% 100% 55% 0% 
RES Electric glass melting 0% 25% 40% 50% 
Conventional container 
glass/flat glass 

100% 75% 60% 50% 

Methanol H2 0% 5% 50% 100% 
Conventional Methanol 100% 95% 50% 0% 
Ammonia H2 0% 5% 50% 100% 
Conventional ammonia 100% 95% 50% 0% 

Source: FORECAST 

In the iron and steel industry DR H2 plasma steel is expected to substitute 100% of the basic 
oxygen furnace route steel production until 2050 entering the market in 2035. This process switch 
to steel based on hydrogen will lead to substantial energy and CO2 savings (up to -80%) in 
comparison with the reference technology (sinter plant + coke oven + blast furnace) producing 
oxygen steel (Figure 19). However, this only holds true under the prerequisite that the needed 
electricity to generate the hydrogen is produced from renewable sources. DR H2 plasma steel 
including on-site hydrogen productions has a many times higher specific electricity demand per 
ton than for example the already electricity intensive electric arc furnace steel production. 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 19: EU28 changes in iron and steel FED due to fundamental process improvements 
(2015-2050) 

In the cement industry new low carbon cement sorts will substitute approximately 50% of 
conventional ordinary Portland cement production until 2050 entering the market after 2020. The 
maximal diffusion is varying between the different cement sorts depending on their fields of 
application. In addition to significant reductions in direct energy-related emissions (Figure 20) the 
new binders also reduce process related emissions due to less/no need for decarbonation 
compared to conventional production (30% to 70% reduction in total).  

 

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 20: EU28 final energy demand for fundamental cement process changes in TRANS-IPT 
scenario (2015-2050) 

In the glass industry, electric melting is expected to substitute 50% of conventional container 
and flat glass production in 2050 entering the market in 2025. Similar to the steel industry large 
energy savings and consequently CO2-savings (up to 80%) are possible if renewable electricity is 
used (Figure 21). The additional electricity needed per tonne of product in the electric melting 
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process is rather low compared to the specific amount of fossil fuels saved in comparison with the 
conventional process routes for container and flat glass. 

 

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 21: EU28 final energy demand for fundamental glass process changes in TRANS-IPT 
scenario (2015-2050) 

In the chemical industry, innovative processes using hydrogen assuming market entry in .2030 
have substituted 100% of the conventional methanol and ammonia production in 2050. Similar to 
the glass and steel industry these mitigation options only exploit their full potential if renewable 
electricity is used - CO2 savings up to 90% and more in the cases of carbon sinks (the possible 
reduced need for feedstock cannot be depicted in the model system shown). In both cases, 
including on-site hydrogen productions will lead to significantly higher electricity demands 
compared to the conventional processes as shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. 

 

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 22: EU28 final energy demand for fundamental methanol process changes in TRANS-IPT 
scenario (2015-2050) 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 23: EU28 final energy demand for fundamental ammonia process changes in TRANS-IPT 
scenario (2015-2050) 
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5.2.4 Carbon capture 
Carbon capture and storage is the major mitigation option considered in the TRANS-CCS 
scenario, which assumes its market entry in 2030. CCS is used for selected point sources (Figure 
24) that were identified based on the amount, intensity and purity of emissions. 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI based on data from EU-ETS and EPRTR 

Figure 24: Industrial emission point sources for selected industries  
(kt CO2-eq. per annum; ETS-scope) 

Industrial direct emissions can be split into direct energy-related CO2 emissions and direct 
process-related CO2 emissions as dicussed in section 2. Abatement of process-related emissions 
is more difficult than in the case of energy-related emissions and can be accomplished by the use 
of CCS as shown in the TRANS-CCS scenario. This is also reflected by the process technologies 
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expected to use CCS in the scenario, as all of them need to mitigate a substantial share of 
process emissions (clinker, ammonia, ethylene, steel, lime, and methanol). Characteristics of the 
different capture processes are described in section 4.4.3. 

CCS is expected to enter the market in 2030 (Table 10) and will be used to capture approximately 
40% of emissions generated in industry (Figure 25) using different capture rates depending on 
the sector analysed (Table 11). 

Table 14: Diffusion of CCS by process in the TRANS-CCS scenario 

Process Sector 2015 2030 2040 2050 

Ammonia Chemicals 0% 8% 85% 95% 
Methanol Chemicals 0% 8% 85% 95% 
Ethylene Chemicals 0% 8% 85% 95% 
Clinker  Non-metallic minerals 0% 19% 57% 90% 
Steel Iron and steel 0% 3% 69% 95% 
Lime Non-metallic minerals 0% 19% 57% 95% 

Source: FORECAST 

Table 15: Assumed CCS capture rates by process in the TRANS-CCS scenario 

Process Sector 2015 2030 2040 2050 

Ammonia Chemicals 0% 95% 95% 95% 
Methanol Chemicals 0% 90% 95% 95% 
Ethylene Chemicals 0% 90% 95% 95% 
Clinker  Non-metallic minerals 0% 70% 80% 80% 
Steel Iron and steel 0% 60% 65% 65% 
Lime Non-metallic minerals 0% 80% 90% 100% 

Source: FORECAST 

 

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 25: EU 28 industrial captured direct CO2 emissions in the TRANS-CCS scenario 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 26: EU28 final energy demand for CCS by process and type of fuel (electricity, fuels) 

Additional energy demand for carbon capture and storage accounts for 80 TWh in 2050, which is 
only an insignificant amount of energy, compared to an industrial energy demand of 2250 TWh. in 
the TRANS-CCS scenario. 

Industrial CCS is included in most ambitious decarbonisation scenarios that are available in the 
literature for the industrial sector (COM 2011/2012; IEA 2017), but plays a more or less important 
role depending on the inclusion of alternative mitigation. 

The shown transition scenario envisages fundamental changes to industrial production systems 
using CCS in the time horizon after 2030. Before 2030, energy efficiency improvements 
combined with fuel switching to biomass and progress towards a circular economy are the main 
mitigation options that drive CO2 emissions downward. However, in order to have new 
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technologies ready by 2030 more industrial CCS pilot and demonstration plants need to be built 
to prepare for market introduction.  

 

5.2.5 Downstream material efficiency and substitution 
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5.3 Energy expenditures and investment 
In the following, investment expenditures (CAPEX)  and energy cost spendings (OPEX) are 
discussed for investments in the industry sector. 

 

5.3.1 Energy cost expenditures 

 

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 27: Total industry sector annual energy costs by scenario for EU28 as annual values 
(bottom) and for selected intervalls (top) 

 

Investments divided by various categories are shown in the following. For cross-cutting 
technologies and process improvements, differential costs compared to a standard technology 
are shown (e.g. the price increase of the more efficient electric motor compared to the standard 
motor).  
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 28: EU28 cumulative intial expenditures by scenario 

A more detailed breakdown of investment categories including fundamental process changes in 
shown in the annex. 

5.3.2 Investment in carbon capture and storage 
Main cost drivers of CCS include technology availability, plant size, energy costs, and the 
availability of existing transportation storage infrastructure (CEFIC, 2013). Figure 37 shows the 
investment needed each year to build up carbon capture facilities in industry for the TRANS-CCS 
scenario. It is shown that the main investment has to take place early between 2030 to 2040 to 
build up necessary capacities. For Ammonia production, e.g. there will be no additional 
investment in 2040 and beyond as capacities will be sufficient for future production. 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 29: EU 28 incremental capital cost8 for industrial CCS in the TRANS-CCS scenario (M€)  

However, potential barriers for the future implementation of CCS in industry can be a lack of 
public acceptance, existing legal barriers, long refurbishment cycles in industry in combination 
with uncertainty of future costs on transport and storage and CO2 prices, additional energy use, 
low CO2-prices and industry expectations. Moreover, CCS is in competition with other mitigation 
options. 

  

                                                   
8 Excluding costs for transport and storage. 
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5.4 Impact on the electricity system from industrial demand and the role 
of flexibility 

In the future energy system, increasing shares of volatile renewable energy sources will make 
"integrated energy" or "sector coupling" necessary. Consequently, it will be essential to match 
demand and supply more closely and flexible technologies will be required to balance the 
different types of fluctuations. We conducted a model-based analysis using the energy system 
models ENERTILE® and EMPIRE to identify and describe the flexibility potentials available in 
industry. For more details, see https://www.enertile.eu and Skar et al. (2016). 

5.4.1 Enertile results for the TRANS-IPT scenarios 

5.4.1.1 Flexibility potentials of load-capping 
Using detailed data available for Germany, we derived a load-shedding potential for Europa, 
shown in Table 14. We compare a model run with of the “TRANS-IPT reduced-flexibilty scenario” 
to the same scenario with the option of load shedding (TRANS-IPT industry load capping).  

When running the model for Europe only for the 2050, the somewhat surprising result is that the 
potential for load shedding is used far below its assumed potential. 103 GWh are shed, not even 
a quarter of the total potential off 433 GWh. The model uses the option to reduce the generation 
from gas turbines, which in turn decreases by roughly the same a quantity. All other model results 
remain unchanged.  

However, the more relevant result is the impact on the installed capacity: The capacity of gas 
turbines decreases from 129.3 GW to 121.6 GWh. The flexibility from the industry sectors thus 
reduced the necessary capacity on the supply side by 7.7 GW, or 6 % of the total gas turbine 
capacity.  

Still, the question arises why the model does not make use of this option more often. To clarify 
this, a pathway scenario was created for Germany looking at the years 2020, 2030, 2040 and 
2050. 

The scenario results indeed show the impact and potential use of load shedding. In the ambitious 
scenario, 49.3 GWh are shed in 2020, and 3.9 GWh in 2050, while in 2030 and 2040 almost no 
load is shed. Virtually all of the shed load substitutes generation from gas turbines. However, the 
main impact is the reduced capacity installed in gas turbines. In 2020, 1,5 GW of gas turbines are 
“saved” compared to the case without load shedding, which is approximately the capacity 
available for industry load shedding. The difference remains the same until 2050, when another 
0.2 GW are saved.  

This result for both the pathway run as well as the European scenario show, that while the 
impact of industry load shedding on the actual power generation is relatively small, the 
impact on the power plant capacities is substantial. In Europa, the saved gas turbine 
capacities correspond to an avoided investment of 2.7 billion EUR. Therefore, the model results 
suggest that enabling industry load shedding could allow for substantial cost reduction in the 
power sector.  

5.4.1.2 Flexibility potentials sector coupling via hydrogen  
Taking into account the hydrogen demand data from Table 15, this section presents the results of 
the TRANS-IPT H2 scenario as distinct from the TRANS-IPT reduced-flexibility scenario. The 
comparison of the two model results allows conclusions on the influence of industrial hydrogen 
demand on the European electricity sector. 

https://www.enertile.eu/
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Table 16: Generation, curtailment, losses and flexibility options in the electricity sector 
differentiated by scenario. 

 Technology TRANS-IPT 
reduced 
flexibility 
Scenario (GWh) 

TRANS-IPT H2 
Scenario (GWh) 

Difference 
(GWh) 

Difference 
(%) 

Co
nv

en
tio

na
l 

Gas 25.481 17.396 -8.084 -32% 

Coal 0 0 0 0 

Lignite 0 0 0 0 

Nuclear 283.903 284.103 200 0% 

Re
ne

w
ab

le
 

Biomass 250.068 250.067 -1 0% 

Hydropower 550.630 550.626 -4 0% 

Photovoltaics 473.234 553.471 80.237 17% 

Wind (offshore) 152.194 152.184 -10 0% 

Wind (onshore) 2.735.434 3.002.417 266.983 10% 

Fl
ex

ib
ili

ty
 

Curtailment -101.778 -107.353 -5.575 5% 

Hydrogen 
reconversion 

- 45 45 - 

Hydrogen generation - -331.657 -331.657 - 

Power to Heat -258.607 -256.897 1.710 -1% 

Pump storage losses -9.810 -8.665 1.145 -12% 

Interconnection losses -73.755 -78.733 -4.978 7% 

Source: ENERTILE 
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Source: ENERTILE 

Figure 30: Generation, curtailment, losses and flexibility options in the electricity sector 
differentiated by scenario 

The optimisation results in the TRANS-IPT-reduced-flexibility scenario show that at a CO2 price of 
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2050, around 93 % of the electricity demand is provided by renewable sources. The most 
important renewable generation technology is onshore wind power. With an installed capacity of 
719 GW, it covers about 64 % of Europe's electricity demand. Nuclear and gas power plants are 
the only conventional generation technologies in use. At the given CO2 price, lignite and hard 
coal-fired power plants cannot compete with other, less carbon-intensive generation technologies 
and are phased out. Gas-fired power plants mainly provided peak generation in times of high 
residual load: In hours with a high electricity demand and low availability of renewable energies, 
gas-fired power plants provide flexibility to the electricity system. The peak load coverage from 
the combustion of natural gas leads to annual CO2 emissions of about 13 Mt in Europe. This 
corresponds to a reduction in emissions in the electricity sector of around 97 % compared to 
1990. This very high level of decarbonisation is – to some extent – the result of the model 
covering only the year 2050 in this setting; however, at the high carbon price, new coal power 
plants would still not be competitive if the path toward 2050 were to be considered.  

Comparing the TRANS-IPT-reduced-flexibility scenario and the TRANS-IPT H2 scenario on the 
European level, two main observations can be made (see Table 17):  

Firstly, the overall electricity generation increases substantially in the TRANS-IPT H2 
scenario due to the additional demand from the industrial hydrogen production; 331 TWh of 
additional demand from the electrolysers have to be met.  

Secondly, there is a shift in the electricity generation mix from natural gas towards the renewable 
sources onshore wind power and photovoltaics. The additional demand is not only met solely by 
renewables, but the additional demand even increases the share of renewable energies in the 
electricity supply. The model increases its generation from RE, as it now has an additional 
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electrolysers (as there is already high generation), are now economically attractive. Their 
production in times of relatively low generation from renewables sources decreases the necessity 
of fossil (flexible) power generation. Therefore, the additional demand (counterintuitively) 
reduces carbon emission. Emissions from electricity production are 12 % lower in the “TRANS-
IPT H2 scenario”.  

The spatial distribution of the additional RE generation is also surprising: The model, like all cost-
minimising models, usually tends to focus the RE generation to the sites with the best conditions, 
i.e. very windy or sunny regions. In this scenario however, the additional RE capacities are 
spread over whole Europe (see Table 17), utilizing both wind and solar power. While the largest 
share of the additional power comes from wind energy (+ 267 TWh, i.e. + 10 %), the relative 
growth of solar power is even larger (+ 80 TWh, i.e. + 17 %).  

Analysing the national values suggest the model uses RE sites that are economically attractive, 
but the utilisation of which does not pay off with the load profile of the “usual” electricity demand. 
France is the biggest contributor to the additional generation, as it offers both attractive wind and 
solar sites and a central position in the European electricity grid; the electricity can also be 
exported and used in electrolysers in the neighbouring countries. Therefore, it is to be expected 
that a substantial part of the additional generation come from France. The fact that Lithuania 
increases it wind generation by almost 50 % shows that the country has very good sites, which 
are not used in the scenario “TRANS-IPT reduced flexibility”. With the low electricity demand of 
below 15 TWh of the relatively small country, increasing the wind capacity would result in 
increasing curtailment shares; so while the sites are attractive because of the wind speeds, there 
is not enough demand in the country (or region) to justify their utilisation. In the scenario “TRANS-
IPT H2”, the additional power can be used in electrolysers both in Lithuania or other countries. 

Interestingly, the additional solar capacities are not located in Southern Europe; e.g., PV 
capacities are not increased in Italy or Spain. It appears that the additional infrastructures needed 
to utilise the already high peak generation during the midday (i.e. grids and/or electrolysers) are 
too costly to justify more solar energy.  
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Table 17: Comparison of the changes in RE generation in the two scenarios; the tables shows 
all countries with more than 14 TWh additional RE generation. 

Country RE generation in 
scenario 

“TRANS-IPT reduced 
flexibility” [TWh] 

RE generation in 
scenario  

“TRANS-IPT H2” 
[TWh] 

Additional RE 
[TWh] 

Relative 
Change 

France 571.1 666.1 95.0 + 17 % 

   Solar 93.9 119.4 25.5 + 27 % 

   Wind 477.2 546.7 69.5 + 15 % 

Lithuania 76.2 113.9 37.7 + 49 % 

   Solar 0.0 1.5 1.5 - 

   Wind 76.2 112.4 36.2 + 48 % 

Sweden 104.5 139.5 35.0 + 34 % 

   Solar 0.0 2.1 2.1 - 

   Wind 104.5 137.4 32.9 + 32 % 

Poland 210.1 231.0 20.9 + 10 % 

   Solar 11.0 11.0 0.0 + 0 % 

   Wind 199.1 219.9 20.9 + 10 % 

Germany 303.7 325.8 22.1 + 7 % 

   Solar 12.9 30.8 17.9 + 138 % 

   Wind 290.8 295.0 4.2 + 1 % 

Belgium 24.7 44.5 19.8 + 80 % 

   Solar 1.7 1.7 0.0 + 0 % 

   Wind 23.0 42.7 19.8 + 86 % 

United Kingdom 602.1 622.3 20.2 + 3 % 

   Solar 3.6 3.6 0.0 + 0 % 

   Wind 598.6 618.8 20.2 + 3 % 

Spain 365.9 383.4 17.5 + 5 % 

   Solar 154.6 154.6 0.0 + 0 % 

   Wind 211.3 228.8 17.5 + 8 % 

Italy 168.6 184.1 15.5 + 9 % 

   Solar 50.8 50.8 0.0 + 0 % 

   Wind 117.8 133.4 15.5 + 13 % 

Austria 22.6 37.4 14.8 + 65 % 

   Solar 5.7 8.1 2.4 + 43 % 

   Wind 16.9 29.3 12.3 + 73 % 

Source: ENERTILE  
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5.4.2 Industrial flexibility in EMPIRE 
On a European level EMPIRE shows only a moderate uptake of flexibility/load shedding in the 
reference case for industry over the modelling horizon. In 2050, the potential for load shedding is 
hardly utilized with 17GW of total flexible loads in Europe in 2050 (see Figure 39). 

 
Source: EMPIRE 

Figure 31: Flexible capacity evolution by sector in the reference scenario 

This raises the question of why load shedding is not used more often as a flexibility option. The 
results indicate that, although the impact on actual power generation is relatively small, the 
impact of load shedding on power plant capacities can be substantial if other flexibility options are 
limited or exhausted. Therefore, the model results suggest that enabling industry load shedding 
could reduce costs substantially in the power sector. However, it is important to note that this only 
applies if other flexibility options are limited (e.g. no additional flexibility provided by the electricity 
grid or storages) because incorporating other flexibility options can reduce the value of industrial 
load shedding. Due to their high operating costs, flexible industrial loads are only cost-effective 
during weeks with high net load variability (or high renewables fluctuations). This is shown in 
Figure 40, where upward and downward regulation only take place in situations with high 
simultaneous peaks of solar or wind. However, even then, industrial flexible loads are ousted by 
cheaper flexibility options provided by other end-consumers if available. 
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Source: EMPIRE 
Figure 32: One week hourly load (top) and renewables generation (bottom) with flexible 
industry (Germany in 2050). 

In the TRANS-IPT ambitious scenario conventional industry flexibility uptake excluding hydrogen 
is lower than in the reference scenario (a 23% difference in 2050). But also in the ambitious 
scenario the share of industry on system flexibility share is low in comparison to other sectors. 
However, industry DR capacity is still important with approximately 6GW in 2030 and 13GW in 
2050. Figure 41 shows the European industry flexibility capacity evolution for the TRANS-IPT 
scenario in comparison to the other sectors. 
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Source: EMPIRE 

Figure 33: Flexibility capacity by sector in the TRANS-IPT scenarios 
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5.5 Infrastructure needs 
5.5.1 CCS infrastructure development results from CCTSMOD 
A decarbonisation scenario dedicated to the evaluation of a potential CCS transport and storage 
infrastructure, comprising the industry as well as electricity sector, gives an overview over 
network dimensions and associated costs. As these costs are subject to economies of scale, the 
presented scenario results must be seen as a best case scenario from the industry perspective. 
This is due to the fact that the electricity sector is storing a total of 7.7 GtCO2 during the model 
horizon and is, thereby, covering parts of the CCS infrastructure costs that are also benefiting the 
industrial emitters. It has to be noted that deployment of CCS in the electricity sector in the 
presented scenario is mostly depending on substantial technological improvements and is thus 
uncertain. . 

 Source: CCTSMOD 

Figure 34: Flow of CO2 in 2040 

The pipeline infrastructure is also subject to economies of density. This is especially relevant for 
CCS in the industry sector. Capturing industry facilities are spread over Europe, while offshore 
CO2 storage sites are located in the North Sea region and, with small volumes, in the 
Mediterranean. Furthermore, industry facilities are relatively small emitters; even grouped 
together at the model nodes, industry facilities are emitting less than agglomerations of power 
plants. In summary, the low density of CO2 capturing industry facilities is driving up costs. The 
CO2 flows computed with CCTSMOD and depicted in Figure 43 highlight that the spatial 
disaggregation of CO2 sources in the industry sector demands an extensive CO2 pipeline 
infrastructure reaching a length of over 38,000 km in 2050. 

The economics of CCS can be improved by revenues generated by CO2-EOR. These revenues 
are allocated to the electricity sector in the presented scenario, but could also be available to the 
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industry sector. As of today, multiple industry facilities located in the USA are providing CO2 for 

CO2-EOR (Global CCS Institute, 2011). 

 Source: CCTSMOD 

Figure 35: Storage by sector and storage type in million tCO2 

An important parameter is the yearly absorption capacity of the infrastructure. CCTSMOD can 
endogenously expand the infrastructure capacity, depending on the emissions and the 
willingness to pay for CCS infrastructure by the emitters. Given that the volume of industrial 
emissions is relatively low and widely dispersed, the CCTSMOD modelling results indicate that it 
needs the combination of industrial emissions with electricity sector emissions for the cost-
covering development of CCS infrastructure. In particular, in the first years, the pipeline network 
rollout is kicked off with emissions from the electricity sector (Figure 44). The maximum 
absorption capacity of the European CO2 infrastructure is reached in 2040 with 417 MtCO2. Total 
specific investment expenditures per tCO2 of yearly absorption capacity sum up to 155 
€/(tCO2*year) (Table 18). Moreover, the combined use of the CO2 infrastructure by electricity and 
industry allows exploiting economies of scale, in this case the use of larger pipeline diameters 
with lower unit costs of transporting CO2. Variable costs vary over the model horizon depending 
on the network dimensions and the share of the used storage type. On average, variable costs 
reach 11.88 EUR/tCO2 only including transport and storage. All in all the construction and 
operation of the pipeline infrastructure and storage sites add up to 20.6 EUR/tCO2 avoided over 
the model horizon. 

Table 18: Summary of CCTS results 

Indicator Value Unit 

Costs for Infrastructure Capacity 

Investment expenditures for storage capacity  105 EUR/(tCO2*year) 

Investment expenditures for transport capacity 50 EUR/(tCO2*year) 

Transport and Storage costs 

Average variable cost (only transport and storage) 11.88 EUR/tCO2 

Total infrastructure costs per tCO2 stored in 2015 - 2055 
(fixed and variable costs) 

20.6 EUR/tCO2 
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Scenario Parameters 

Total CO2 captured 2015 - 2055 9.837 Gt CO2 

Total CO2 captured in Industry 2015 - 2055 

Total CO2 captured in Electricity Sector 2015 - 2055 

2.16 

7.7 

Gt CO2 

Gt CO2 

Source: CCTSMOD 

5.5.2 Gas infrastructure development results from RAMONA 
Analysis with RAMONA shows similar investments for the reference case and the ambitious 
TRANS-IPT scenario. The gas demand differences between the two cases do not trigger 
sensitive investments in the gas grid. The industrial demand for natural gas is decreasing in the 
TRANS-IPT scenario compared to the reference case (see 5.1.2).  

Table 19 provides the main results for the selected Projects of Common Interest (PCI) list in the 
reference case. RAMONA suggest investments in 12 projects out of the 18 projects noted in the 
list. Most of the investment decisions suggest a full PCI capacity (see Table 19). Additional 
explanations on other insights and specifics of these results are as follows: 

• Ireland requires more installed capacity as Great Britains production is going to decrease 
within the next decades. This results in an investment of 48,8 GWh/d in LNG capacity 
compared to the suggested flow of 191 GWh/d in the PCI project (SHANNON LNG). 

• The MIDCAT project between France and Spain also seems to be relevant for future gas 
supply. Model results show an investment of 40 GWh/d capacity compared to the PCI 
suggested flow of 230 GWh/d. 

• In addition, results showed a high EU dependency on imports from Algeria and Libya. The 
PCI suggested capacity (GALSI project) was built and fully utilized in the model 
simulations. 

• Investing in the AEGEAN project (Greece LNG) resulted in a net capacity of 325GWh/d, 
which triggered a full investment for the IGB project (GR-BG). 

• Restrictions on procuring Russian gas through Ukraine are partially replaced by the 
expansion of the GALSI connection (through IT-AT-SK) and the expansion of LNG 
terminals in Greece and Croatia, as well as investments in LT-PL. 

• The investment in the HU-SI project only takes place in combination with an investment in 
the IT-SI connection. Otherwis,e this project will not become relevant. 

The impacts of industry gas demand on the gas infrastructure are limited. RAMONA has shown 
that the gas Projects of Common Interest (PCI) are mainly cost-effective but they are not 
sensitive to industry gas demand variations. 
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Table 19: RAMONA decisions on the Projects of Common Interest (PCI) list and implementation 
costs in Million Euros 

No. Short 
name 

From 
market 

To 
market 

Total 
cost 

RAMONA 
results 

Description 

1 SHANNON 
LNG 

LNG IE 551 Investment Ireland requires the extra capacity to satisfy 
demand 

2 ES-PT ES PT 219 No investment Portugal LNG terminal and current ES-PT 
connection appear to be sufficient 

PT ES 0 

3 MIDCAT ES FR 333 Investment MIDCAT showed to be relevant in various 
simulations and throughout the calibration 
process. Specially: ES-FR. FR ES 0 

4 GALSI DZ IT 2539 Investment GALSI is a critical project. Present in all 
simulations. 

5 STORK 2 PL CZ 764 No investment The project does not yield any strategic 
benefits and is expensive. The alternative 
PL-SK connection is more valuable. CZ PL 0 

6 PL-SK PL SK 747 Investment Full PCI capacity invested in this project due 
to SK-UK becomes an important connection 
for Ukraine. SK PL 0 

7 BACI AT CZ 81 No investment Due to AT & CZ  are well interconnected to 
other countries, this connection carries no 
additional benefits CZ AT 0 

8 KRK LNG LNG HR 376 Investment Croatia utilizes this LNG expansion fully. 
Important project 

9 IGB GR BG 199 Investment Expanding Greece LNG imports triggers this 
project investment 

10 AEGEAN 
LNG 

LNG GR 574 Investment LNG capacity expanded and affects 
investment in IGB project 

11 IBS RS BG 144 Investment Project needed to cope with Serbia & 
Bosnia demand and perhaps to facilitate a 
corridor through Hungary. Full PCI capacity 
invested. 

BG RS 0 

12 HU-SI HU SI 104 Investment Project is worth the investment as long as 
there is an expansion considered for the IT-
SI connection. SI HU 0 

13 BRUA RO BG 813 No investment HU-AT current capacity is enough, so no 
investment. RO-BG is very expensive and it 
does not bring any benefits or system 
flexibility. The model suggests investing 
28GWh/d in RO-HU due to a small surplus 
from RO production. 

RO HU 19 

HU RO 312 

HU AT 0 

14 TAP TR GR 1811 No investment Expensive project that never became 
relevant throughout the calibration process 
and in different simulations. GR AL 0 

AL IT 847 
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AZ TR 3985 

15 ITB TR BG 202 Investment Turkey's demand is the main motivation 
behind the investment. RAMONA 
suggested capacity investment: 81 GWh/d BG TR 0 

16 BALTI LNG EE 375 Partial 
investments 

No investment in the EE LNG station and in 
EE-LV connection. Russia provides plenty 
capacity to the Baltic countries. For this 
reason, RAMONA suggests investing in LT-
PL (Full capacity of the GIPL project) which 
prompts investment decisions in two 
connections in BALTI: EE-FI (suggested 
capacity: 77,5 GWh/d) and LV-LT(suggested 
capacity: 43 GWh/d) 

EE LV 21 

LV EE 0 

LT LV 79 

LV LT 0 

EE FI 249 

FI EE 0 

17 BALTIC 
PIPE 

PL DK 999 No investment This offshore pipeline is expensive. It could 
become relevant if a NO-DK expansion is 
considered. DK PL 0 

18 GIPL PL LT 476 Investment This project became relevant due to the 
extra capacity available from the partial 
investments in the "BALTI" projects. Result: 
Full PCI capacity invested. Note that this 
project investment could be ruled out if PL 
LNG expansion takes place. 

LT PL 0 

Source: RAMONA 
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 
Today's policies are not on the right track towards decarbonisation, although a slow but 
continuous decrease of industrial CO2 emissions is expected in the EU28 up to 2030 and 2050. 
The two transition scenarios analysed here show that industry can reduce its CO2 emissions 
more drastically, achieving a 70% reduction compared to 2015.  

The following main conclusions can be drawn with regard to the contribution of mitigation options 
and the resulting transition pathways: 

• Deep emission cuts require substantial changes in the iron and steel, cement and 
chemicals industries, but also support for RES and energy efficiency in other sectors and 
companies. 

• Biomass is the most important RES in industry, particularly in the medium term. However, 
biomass resource potentials and their sustainability are limited. In particular, it is 
important to consider potential new users of biomass in the future, e.g. heavy-duty 
transport, aviation, industry feedstock and other material production and substitution. 

• In the long-term, RES-based electricity (power-to-heat) can play a more important role, 
particularly if electricity generation has very low emission levels. However, electricity is 
not yet competitive with biomass even in the most ambitious transition policy scenario 
under the policy definitions taken and the assumed development of energy prices. 
Replacing biomass by electricity would require policies that are more specific. 

• Improved material efficiency and the circular economy have a huge mitigation potential. 
However, it is still unclear what an effective policy mix would look like and this probably 
encompasses a wide range of individual measures.  

The scenarios envisage radical changes to industrial production systems like CCS, innovative 
processes and large-scale power-to-heat for steam generation mainly in the time horizon after 
2030. Before 2030, energy efficiency improvements combined with fuel switching to biomass and 
progress towards a circular economy are the main mitigation options that drive CO2 emissions 
downward. However, in order to have new process technologies and innovations ready by 2030, 
substantial research, development and innovation activities need to take place in the coming 
decade. Pilot and demonstration plants need to be built to prepare for market introduction. It 
might easily take 10 years for new processes in the materials industry to progress from lab-scale 
to market. Certification processes such as those needed for new cement types can prolong the 
time taken even more. 

Consequently, the current policy mix needs to be adjusted in order to effectively support R&D 
activities directed at the decarbonisation of industrial production. This includes the following 
elements: 

− EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS): At the current level of certificate prices (EUAs) of 
around 5-10 euros per tonne of CO2, the ETS is not effective in reducing industrial 
emissions. For investments in low-carbon technologies, companies' expectations of future 
prices are even more important than the current price levels. If companies cannot rely on 
rising EUA prices, they will not invest in CO2 abatement technologies. Extending the ETS 
with a minimum price path (i.e. a floor price) that increases by a defined annual rate could 
provide more long-term clarity and the certainty needed for investors in low-carbon 
innovations. The UK already introduced a carbon price floor in 2013. In the long term and 
with high CO2 prices, it might be necessary to introduce a mechanism that mitigates the 
negative impact on companies' international competitiveness. 
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− In the context of a highly uncertain environment and large potential investments, public 
RD&I funding can play an important role in accelerating the market introduction of 
innovative low-carbon processes. The current proposal of the European Commission to 
establish an EU Innovation Fund as a follow-up to the ongoing NER300 programme is an 
important step in this direction. The Innovation Fund will not only target renewable energy 
and CCS projects, but also innovations to decarbonise industrial production.  

− In addition, targeted public procurement can support the market introduction of low-
carbon products by establishing niche markets. For example, considering life-cycle CO2 
emissions when procuring building materials might encourage the cement industry to 
develop and provide more low-carbon alternatives.  

− Although a major share of industrial GHG emissions is covered under the EU ETS 
emissions cap, a high amount of industrial CO2 emissions remains outside the ETS and 
thus does not receive a CO2 price signal. These companies currently have no incentive to 
switch to renewable or low-carbon fuels for heat generation. A CO2 tax as the central 
element of a broader energy tax reform could provide the incentives needed for fuel 
switching. This must avoid any double burden on companies inside the ETS. Many 
European countries have experience with and can provide lessons learned for the 
introduction of a CO2 tax. For example, the fossil fuel taxation in Denmark is one of the 
main reasons why large solar thermal district heating is competitive there. The 
introduction of a carbon tax in Sweden in 1991 led to a significant change in the energy 
sources used in district heating (Steinbach et al. 2011). CO2 taxes vary heavily by country 
in terms of scope and level. The CO2 prices in Europe range from 26 € (Denmark), ~30 € 
(UK and France), 65 € (Finland), 90 € (Switzerland) up to 125 € (Sweden). Note that all 
tax schemes vary in terms of scope and exemptions (often for industrial companies). 

− Boosting material efficiency and a circular economy approach along the value chain 
requires a broad policy mix. Examples of individual policies include: 

o Re-evaluation of value added tax according to the carbon-footprint of products 
and a lower value added tax for repair services. 

o Reform the EU ETS to keep CO2 price signals along the value chain visible for 
downstream consumers and companies. 

o Evaluate building codes and the regulative framework in the construction industry 
to facilitate the use of sustainable building products and the efficient use of 
materials. 

o Sector-specific measures to increase recycling rates where these are still very low 
like in plastics or concrete. 

− Implementing policies to overcome barriers to energy efficiency (energy management 
schemes, audits, soft loans, and energy service market) is a prerequisite for other (price-
based) policies to work effectively as well. On the EU level, the Energy Efficiency 
Directive already provides important incentives by requiring regular energy audits for 
large enterprises, asking for national measures to support audits in small companies and 
setting up national energy efficiency obligation schemes. Some countries go beyond the 
Directive and implement additional measures. For instance, in Germany, companies 
receive tax discounts for using a certified energy management system, which has led to a 
drastic increase in ISO 50001 certifications here. Further, the country supports so-called 
learning energy efficiency networks. Both measures could be used as a blueprint for EU 
initiatives. 
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− Energy-intensive industries can also help other sectors to decarbonise, e.g. by providing 
excess heat to nearby district heating networks. While large potentials are available 
here throughout Europe, various barriers are preventing its uptake. Policies can support 
the uptake by e.g. hedging high risks in individual projects, engaging top management by 
offering adequate incentives, regulating excess heat release in national immission control 
acts, strengthening local heat planning and providing investment grants. 

− Enabling load shedding applications used as industrial flexibility options for 
conventional industry processes have the advantage that they can be activated within 
seconds up to a few minutes. This means they are more flexible than conventional power 
plants that need several minutes or more to change operational mode. However, they can 
provide flexibility only for a very limited time span and have high activation costs. This 
suggests that the use of other downward flexibility options (conventional power plants, 
electricity grid, and other end-use sectors) is more attractive. In situations where other 
flexibility options are limited or where there is an immediate demand for flexibility, large-
scale load shedding in industry could be attractive. If industrial load shedding should be 
used to a larger extent, additional incentives will be necessary to make this competitive 
with cheaper flexibility options. (Michaelis et al. 2017). 
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7 Annex 
7.1 Investment in fundamental process improvements 
 

  

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 36: EU28 less/low carbon cement incremental differential investment compared to 
reference technology 

  

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 37: EU28 cement industry changes in energy costs due to fundamental process 
improvements (10 year cumulative) 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 38: EU28 electric glass melting incremental differential investment compared to 
reference technology 

  

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 39: EU28 glass industry changes in energy costs due to fundamental process 
improvements 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 40: EU28 DR H2 plasma steel incremental differential investment compared to reference 
technology 

 

  

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 41: EU28 steel industry changes in energy costs due to fundamental process 
improvements 
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Source: FORECAST 

Figure 42: EU28 ammonia & methanol H2 incremental differential investment compared to 
reference technology 

 

 

  

Source: FORECAST 

Figure 43: EU28 chemical industry changes in energy costs due to fundamental process 
improvements 
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